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Abstract

Short-term traffic forecasting aims to predict the number of vehicles on a link during

a given time slice, typically less than an hour. For decades, transportation analysts

tackled the forecasting of traffic conditions, while focusing on the temporal dependency

of traffic conditions in a road segment. Following the emergence of spatial analysis in

traffic studies, a growing interest has aimed to embed spatial information in forecasting

methods. These approaches generally take advantage of the information that many

of the cars that will be on one link soon are already on the network upstream of the

relevant location, and of typical patterns of flow.

While embedding the spatial component in forecasting methods acts as a catalyst,

its functioning is hindered by the constraints of spatial weight matrices. The positivity

of components in spatial weight matrices postulates that traffic links have a positive

spatial dependency. In essence, this hypothesis is necessary to represent complementary

(upstream and downstream) traffic links. For simple single facility corridors, this may

be sufficient. On the flip side of the coin is the competitive nature of traffic links. This

nature demonstrates that competitive links bear a significant proportion of diverted

vehicles, when one of them is saturated or closed. Short-term traffic forecasting is

initially confined to scrutinizing complementary links. In consequence, the competitive

nature of traffic links has been overlooked in the spatial weight matrix configuration

and short-term traffic forecasting.

This dissertation overcomes this challenge by introducing concepts, theories, and

methods dealing with network econometrics to gain a deeper understanding of how the

components are interact in a complex network. More precisely, it introduces distinctive

network weight matrices, yet alike in concepts and theories, to extract the existing

spatial dependency between traffic links. The network weight matrices stem from the

concepts of betweenness centrality and vulnerability in network science. Their elements

are a function not simply of proximity, but of network topology, network structure,

and demand configuration. The network weight matrices are tested in congested and

uncongested traffic conditions in both simulation-based and real-world environments.
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From the simulation-based viewpoint, a 3 × 3 grid network and Nguyen-Dupuis

network are designed and adopted as main test networks along with several toy networks

for pedagogical purposes. To simulate traffic flow, a macroscopic traffic flow model is

selected due to the purpose of this dissertation, which deals with traffic flow in a link

in a specific time slice and does not include the single vehicle-driver units. From the

real-word viewpoint, a grid-like sub-network is selected from the Minneapolis - St. Paul

highway system, which comprises 687 detectors and 295 traffic links. The traffic flow of

each link is extracted in 30 seconds increments for 2015 as the most recent year.

The results of the analysis lead to a clear and unshakable conclusion that traditional

spatial weight matrices are unable to capture the realistic spatial dependency between

traffic links in a network. Not only do they overlook the competitive nature of traffic

links, but they also ignore the role of network topology and demand configuration in

measuring the spatial dependence between traffic links. Neglecting these elements is not

simply information loss. It has nontrivial impacts on the outcomes of research and policy

decisions. However, using the proposed network weight matrices as a substitute for

traditional spatial weight matrices exhibit the capability to overcome these deficiencies.

The network weight matrices are theoretically defensible in account of acknowledging

traffic theory. As the elements of the network weight matrix more closely reflect the

dependence structure of the traffic links, the weight matrix becomes more accurate and

defensible. They capture the competitive and complementary nature of links and embed

additional network dynamics such as cost of links and demand configuration.

Building on real-world data analysis, the results contribute inexorably to the conclu-

sion that in a network comprising links in parallel and series, both negative and positive

correlation showe up between links. The strength of the correlation varies by time-of-

day and day-of-week. Strong negative correlations are observed in rush hours, when

congestion affects travel behavior. This correlation occurs mostly in parallel links, and

in far upstream links where travelers receive information about congestion (for instance

from media, variable message signs, or personal observations of propagating shockwaves)

and are able to switch to substitute paths. Irrespective of time-of-day and day-of-week,

a strong positive correlation is observed between upstream and downstream sections.

This correlation is stronger in uncongested regimes, as traffic flow passes through the

consecutive links in a shorter time and there is no congestion effect to shift or stall
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traffic.

Although this dissertation tests and validates the network weight matrices in the

road traffic network problem to derive the realistic spatial dependency between traffic

links, they have potential for implementation in other disciplines such as geography,

regional, and social network sciences. The network weight matrices have further appli-

cations not only in models of physical flow, but also in social networks for which links

or nodes may be either competitive or complementary with each other.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Although cascading failures may appear random and unpredictable, they follow repro-

ducible laws that can be quantified and even predicted using the tools of network science.”

– Albert-László Barabási

Germinating from “The Seven Bridges of Königsberg,” [1] network science has be-

come a visible theoretical framework to analyze and understand complex and compli-

cated systems. Particularly noticeable are the words “complex” and “complicated.” A

network is complicated when it includes a large number of components, which follow

well-defined rules with a limited range of responses to coincidental changes. A network

is complex when its components are interconnected, and understanding or predicting

their overall behavior is not possible from simply scrutinizing the behavior of individ-

ual components. In brief, complicated is the opposite of simple and complex is the

opposite of independent. Complexity is an integral part of real-world networks and is

witnessed in both man-made systems such as the Internet, roads, and railways, and in

anthropogenic structures such as the brain and genetic networks.

The road network as a complex network displaying self-organized and emergent prop-

erties has aroused the attention of transportation scientists to examine the behavior of

its components through the lens of network structure. In particular, much work has been

aimed at developing methods to identify the interconnection between the components

of a road network, and to understand whether and to what extent this interrelationship

alleviates the transportation network problems. Short-term traffic forecasting was no

1
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exception.

For decades, transportation analysts tackled the short-term forecasting of traffic con-

ditions, while focusing on time series approaches [2]. Interest in the spatial structure

of transportation networks, which is laid as early as the economic geography movement

and particularly the work of Kansky [3], opened a new gateway to the short-term traffic

forecasting problem. As a matter of course, transportation analysts have benefitted from

the spatial information of road networks to augment short-term forecasting methods.

At the core of the spatial structure is the idea that traffic links in a network are spa-

tially interconnected, and the intensity of this interrelationship declines with distance.

Capturing this dependence has essentially remained untouched since its inception at the

birth of spatial weight matrices. While now acknowledged in transportation science, its

roots are found in geography and regional science.

Although research has led to a plethora of evidence that the characteristics of traf-

fic exhibit both temporal and spatial correlations across a network, early work was

hampered by limited data and resources to monitor and store the traffic information.

Deriving and embedding the spatial information in short-term traffic forecasting have

come back into the limelight following the rapid development of technology and avail-

ability of large amounts of data, which has enhanced the ability to monitor traffic data

over time and space, and has eased the correlation analysis between traffic links.

Knowledge of deriving the realistic spatial interrelationship between traffic links is

still rudimentary. The literature on creation of spatial weight matrices leaves room to

grow in extracting spatial dependence from the data. While spatial analysts acknowl-

edge the value of theoretical conceptualization toward examining the spatial dependence

of phenomena that manifests itself in a spatial weight matrix, empirically convenient

approaches are succeeding theory [4]. Consequently, creating a spatial weight matrix

that is theoretically defensible has become troublesome in geography and spatial sci-

ence. This gave a fresh impetus to this research thesis. The current thesis introduces

the discipline of network econometrics and proposes distinct network weight matrices

to bridge the gap between two strands of literature: network science and geospatial

analysis.

This chapter of the dissertation portrays the general framework of this thesis and
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highlights the leading objectives. Section 1.1 discusses the research problem and enu-

merates the objectives of the thesis. Section 1.2 brings to light the scope of the thesis

and Section 1.3 tenders the structural framework of the thesis.

1.1 Research Problem and Objectives

Short-term traffic forecasting aims to predict the number of vehicles on a link during a

given time slice, typically less than an hour. For decades, transportation analysts tackled

short-term forecasting of traffic conditions, while focusing on the temporal dependency

of traffic conditions in a road segment. Following the emergence of spatial analysis in

traffic studies, a growing interest has aimed to embed spatial information in forecasting

methods. These approaches generally take advantage of the information that many

of the cars that will be on one link soon are already on the network upstream of the

relevant location, and of typical patterns of flow.

While embedding the spatial component in forecasting methods acts as a catalyst,

its functioning is hindered by the constraints of spatial weight matrices. The positivity

of components in spatial weight matrices postulates that traffic links have a positive

spatial dependency. In essence, this hypothesis is necessary to represent complemen-

tary (upstream and downstream) traffic links. The complementary nature demonstrates

traffic streams are similar to fluid streams, and thereby vehicles observed upstream at

one time point will be observed downstream at a later time point. For simple single

facility corridors, this may be sufficient. On the flip side of the coin is the competi-

tive nature of traffic links. The competitive nature acknowledges the close similarity

between traffic streams and fluid streams. It also demonstrates that competitive links

bear a significant proportion of diverted vehicles, when one of them is saturated or

closed. Short-term forecasting of traffic conditions was initially confined to scrutinizing

complementary links. In consequence, the competitive nature of traffic links has been

overlooked in the spatial weight matrix configuration and short-term traffic forecasting.

This thesis overcomes this challenge by introducing concepts, theories, and methods

dealing with network econometrics to gain a deeper understanding of how the compo-

nents are interact in a complex network. It tests the network econometrics method in

road transportation networks, and more precisely delves into examining the reciprocal
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relation of traffic flow among all other traffic characteristics. The in-depth knowledge

of this relatedness provides new insights into the crude and yet perplexed field of short-

term traffic forecasting, and augments the forecasting methods. Concretely speaking,

this thesis aims to fulfill the following objectives:

1. What are the competitive and complementary traffic links in a complex traffic

network that are incorporating hundreds of links and hundreds of trip origins and

destinations?

2. How can we detect the competitive and complementary traffic links?

3. How can we measure the dependency between the competitive and complementary

traffic links and use this dependency for short-term traffic forecasting?

4. How can we benefit from the dependency between traffic links in short-term traffic

forecasting?

1.2 Thesis Scope and Delimitation

For over 30 years, incorporating the spatial information in short-term traffic forecasting

models has been narrowed down to the neighboring upstream and downstream of the

link in question. In recent years, the advances in monitoring traffic and storing traffic

data made it possible to elucidate traffic forecasting pathways, not only on data gath-

ering level, but also on the analysis level as well. Detecting and measuring the spatial

dependency in a broader range has been gaining popularity, as there is a belief that the

existence of this dependency is not limited to the neighboring links. One of the reasons

for this trend is the potential to use distant links to correct or augment the precision

and accuracy of traffic forecasting.

Before sharpening the scope of this dissertation, let me first introduce the three main

issues in this research. The first one is proving the existence of both negative and positive

dependency between traffic links in a complex road network. This dissertation intro-

duces the criticality index at the link and network level as it brings more transparency

in verifying the hypothesis that traffic links are negatively and positively correlated in a

complex network. This hypothesis is tested and verified in simulation-based problems.
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The purpose, however, is not to extend the criticality index for justifying this nature of

dependency in a real-world problem.

The second issue is the way of measuring the spatial dependency between traffic

links to reflect the accurate correlation. This issue is distinguished by introducing the

network weight matrix in this dissertation. Two distinct, yet related network weight

matrices are proposed and validated in simulation-based problems. A three-dimensional

detrending method is also represented to derive and validate the accurate correlation

between traffic links.

The third plausible issue is how to benefit the traffic link dependency in a com-

plex network to correct or augment the precision and accuracy of short-term traffic

forecasting. Although the main outcome of the dissertation is not to minimize traffic

forecasting accuracy, the issue is handled to some extent for two reasons. First, the

knowledge of detecting the appropriate look-back time window is crude, which neces-

sitates more attempts to derive the best look-back time window in short-term traffic

forecasting. Second, unlike the previous studies that typically target at few consecutive

links in a corridor, this study models traffic flow over all 140 traffic links extracted from

the Minneapolis - St. Paul highway system.

The dissertation is focused not only on detecting and measuring spatial dependency

between traffic links, but also on deriving and developing of methods to capture this

dependency in a complex traffic network. The proposed method has the capability

of deployment in geography, regional, social, network, and computer science, which is

comprehensively conferred in Chapter 7. However, this dissertation tests and validates

the proposed method in the discipline of transportation science. More precisely, the

method is developed to detect and measure the dependency between traffic flows in

road networks in two particular problems: (1) simulation-based and (2) real-world.

From the simulation-based problem side, a 3 × 3 grid network and Nguyen-Dupuis

network are designed and adopted as main test networks along with several toy networks

for pedagogical purposes. To simulate traffic flow, a macroscopic traffic flow model is

selected due to the purpose of this dissertation, which deals with traffic flow in a link

in a specific time slice and does not include the single vehicle-driver units. From the

real-world problem side, a grid-like sub-network is selected from the Minneapolis - St.

Paul highway system, which comprises 687 detectors and 295 traffic links. The traffic
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flow of each link is extracted in 30-second increments for 2015 as the most recent year.

For the sake of analysis, Tuesday and Saturday are randomly selected as a weekday and

a weekend.

1.3 Thesis Structural Framework

The remainder of the current dissertation is structured in six chapters. Figure 1.1

sketches out the roadmap of the thesis. The content of the chapters is as follows:

• Chapter 2 systematically reviews studies that forecast short-term traffic conditions

using the concept of spatial dependence between traffic links. In this chapter, 130

extracted research papers are synthesized from two perspectives: (1) method-

ological framework, and (2) approach for capturing and incorporating spatial in-

formation in short-term traffic forecasting methods. This chapter also examines

the deficiencies of the current literature and highlights opening ideas, which have

formed the principal objectives of this dissertation.

• Chapter 3 introduces the unweighted network weight matrix as a replacement

for the spatial weight matrix to measure the spatial dependence between traffic

links in a network. This matrix stems from the concept of betweenness centrality

and vulnerability in network science. The elements of the matrix are a function

not simply of proximity, but of network topology, network structure, and demand

configuration. To derive this matrix, it is assumed all traffic flow is assigned to

the shortest path, and thereby Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to find the shortest

path. The network weight matrix is verified by modeling traffic flows in a grid

test network with 9 nodes and 24 directed links connecting 72 origin-destination

(OD) pairs in various uncongested traffic regimes.

• Chapter 4 introduces the flow-weighted network weight matrix not only as a re-

placement for spatial weight matrices used in short-term traffic forecasting meth-

ods, but also as a competitor to the unweighted network weight matrix. The

flow-weighted network weight matrix relies on flow rate change in traffic links. To

form this matrix, user equilibrium assignment and the method of successive av-

erages (MSA) algorithm are employed to solve the network. The network weight
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matrices are tested and compared in different traffic regimes using Nguyen-Dupuis

network.

• Chapter 5 sheds light on the correlation of traffic links under different traffic

regimes. It mimics the behavior of real traffic by pinpointing the correlation

between 140 freeway traffic links in a sub-network of the Minneapolis - St. Paul

highway system with a grid-like network topology. This topology enables us to

juxtapose positive correlation with negative correlation, which has been overlooked

in short-term traffic forecasting models. To accurately and reliably measure the

correlation between traffic links, an algorithm is developed to eliminate temporal

trends in three dimensions: (1) hourly dimension, (2) weekly dimension, and (3)

system dimension for each traffic link.

• Chapter 6 develops an algorithm to choose the best look-back time window cor-

responding to each neighboring ring and parallel links. Following this selection,

the network weight matrix extracted in Chapter 5 is applied to predict traffic

flow for different times-of-day for both Tuesday and Saturday using the 1st-order

neighboring approach. It enables us to scrutinize the role of spatial correlation in

different traffic regimes and compare the capability of the network weight matrix

with the spatial weight matrix in a real-world network.

• Chapter 7 summarizes the key findings of this research thesis and concludes by

broaching a number of arguments and suggestions for future studies.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

“Without a clear picture of where things stand now, simply adding one new study to the

existing morass is unlikely to be very useful. For science to be cumulative, an interme-

diate step between past and future research is necessary: synthesis of existing evidence.”

– Richard Light and David Pillemer

2.1 Introduction

Does spatial interdependence exist between traffic links? Is embedding this dependency

in short-term traffic forecasting methods propitious? If so, how is this information

captured? These questions have been confronting researchers who seek to maximize the

performance of the network by anticipating traffic conditions. Two strands of research

tackled these questions in two discrete time spans. One benefits from the information of

upstream and downstream traffic links as an input of the system. The other predefines

the spatial dependence structure between traffic links, and embeds this structure in

forecasting methods. Irrespective of which strand is chosen, the success of the method

heavily relies on detecting the spatial dependence structure.

Embedding the spatial components in traffic forecasting methods has been the fo-

cus of countless research papers over the past few years. The related literature has

compelling evidence to support the potential of spatial components to augment traffic

forecasting. Nevertheless, coupling the spatial components with forecasting methods

9
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may act as either a catalyst or a hindrance. It behaves as a catalyst when actual spatial

information feeds the system, and behaves as a hindrance when misrepresented spatial

information causes erroneous results. Ample methods have emerged aiming to extract

spatial dependency between traffic links as accurately as possible. However, little is

known about whether and to what extent the emerged methods represent the spatial

interdependence realistically.

This chapter reviews studies that fall into the aforementioned two strands of research.

Particularly, it delves into the existing research through the lens of a comprehensive

systematic review framework. This approach comprehensively searches the literature,

rather than just one part of it, and thereby lowers the chance of bias. Drilling down

further, answer to the following questions are sought in this review:

• What are the spatial components and their role in traffic forecasting?

• To what extent does spatial dependency exist between traffic links?

• How is spatial dependence captured and embedded in forecasting methods?

• Is the current knowledge exhaustive or crude?

• What are the lacunae in the current literature?

• What directions should the research take?

Answering these questions enables us to disclose what and how much we know about

the effectiveness of spatial information in traffic forecasting methods. It also sheds light

on the consistencies and inconsistencies of the findings across multiple studies, and leads

to identifying gaps in our knowledge that require further research.

Having this introduction, the remainder of the chapter is set out as follows. Section

2.2 discusses the methodology of the review that is adopted for the sake of literature

synthesis. Section 2.3 summarize the statistics of 130 research papers extracted from

the pool of studies with our systematic approach. The extracted research papers are

reviewed and synthesized from two perspectives: (1) the methodological framework of

the models and (2) the approach for capturing and incorporating spatial information

in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5, respectively. Finally, Section 2.6 concludes the chapter
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with a broad discussion on the lacunae of the current literature, and proposes future

directions.

2.2 Review methodology: A Systematic Approach

There is a general agreement on reviewing the literature “systematically” to avoid rep-

resenting islands without continents. Despite the emphasis on systematic literature

review, researchers adopt the following recipe sporadically [5].

“Take a simmering topic, extract the juice of an argument, add the essence of one

filing cabinet, sprinkle liberally with your own publications and sift out the work of

noted detractors or adversaries.”

To avoid this pitfall, the current literature review follows five steps in conducting a

systematic review proposed by Khan et al. [6]:

• Step 1: Framing questions for a review

• Step 2: Identifying relevant work

• Step 3: Assessing the quality of studies

• Step 4: Summarizing the evidence

• Step 5: Interpreting the findings

To capture the potential range of published articles in the field, relevant articles

are identified by an electronic search of Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, and Scopus

academic search engines along with electronic library records. The limited coverage

time of electronic sources does not cause any bias in this case, as the utilization of

spatial information in traffic forecasting methods is traced back to 1984. Studies were

hunted while considering manifold and distinct search keys not just simply in titles,

keywords, and abstracts, but in the text of articles. Although this necessitated double

effort, it resulted in extracting a more comprehensive pool of research. The main search

keys were “traffic forecast,” “forecasting traffic,” “forecasting of traffic,” “spatial,” and

“space.” Both “spatial” and “space” terms were searched, as they are interchangeably

used to describe spatial components in the literature of traffic forecasting.
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Figure 2.1 summarizes the study exclusion process. This process encompasses three

steps. In the first step, the literature is searched to extract all articles including the

combination of selected keywords as shown in Figure 2.1. This search assuredly led to

extracting articles from diverse disciplines. In the second step, four distinct assessment

criteria are executed to not only exclude irrelevant disciplines, but to only include ar-

ticles that are germane to using spatial components for traffic forecasting. Thus, the

literature about wireless local area networks, internet traffic, railways, and groundwa-

ter, to name but a few, were excluded from the pool of extracted articles. This step

also dropped articles where the search keys appeared in the introduction, literature re-

view, recommendation, and reference sections. Concretely speaking, the pool of articles

was perused closely and articles which lack implementation of spatial information in

traffic forecasting methods were excluded by this step. This resulted in 113 English

research articles. In the third step, the lists of references from excluded articles were

reviewed systematically. Those research papers that met the inclusion criteria in accor-

dance with the second step were added in this step. The consequence of this systematic

search resulted in 130 publications in peer-reviewed journals, conference proceedings,

and dissertations. A strong point of emphasis is that the literature includes mount-

ing articles employing spatial components on traffic forecasting methods in different

languages. Nonetheless, the scope of this review is limited to only English literature.

2.3 Review Statistics

This section provides a statistical overview of extracted articles. Table 2.1 classifies the

source of the articles that embedded spatial components in traffic forecasting methods.

As depicted in Table 2.1, 63.8% of articles were published in peer-reviewed journals.

Almost 67.5% of the extracted articles appeared in Transportation Research Part C,

Transportation Research Record, IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Sys-

tems, Journal of Transportation Engineering, Computer-Aided Civil and Infrastructure

Engineering, IET Intelligent Transport Systems, Journal of Intelligent Transportation

Systems, Transportation Research Part B, and Journal of Advanced Transportation.

This statistic reveals that articles on traffic forecasting using spatial components are

concentrated in emerging technology journals. It is not surprising as traffic forecasting
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is an integral part of intelligent transportation systems. The other 32.5% of the articles

appeared in 27 other journals.

Table 2.1: Distribution of publications by source

Classification of Sources Number of Retrievals Percentage

Article Division
Scientific Journals 83 63.8%
Dissertations 6 4.6%
Conference proceedings 41 31.6%

Journal Source
Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies 12 14.5%
Transportation Research Record 11 13.3%
IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems 11 13.3%
Journal of Transportation Engineering 6 7.2%
Computer-Aided Civil and Infrastructure Engineering 4 4.8%
IET Intelligent Transport Systems 4 4.8%
Journal of Intelligent Transportation Systems 4 4.8%
Transportation Research Part B: Methodological 2 2.4%
Journal of Advanced Transportation 2 2.4%
Other 27 32.5%

To give the reader a sense of the temporal evolution of the field, the life-cycle graph

of publications is drawn in Figure 2.2. This figure shows the number of publications per

year over the extracted articles in this review. As shown, utilizing spatial components in

traffic forecasting methods is an emerging research field. I designate 1984 as the histor-

ical starting point for earmarking spatial components as a potential input of forecasting

methods. The growth phase of this field is laid as early as 2001. As portrayed in Figure

2.2, the number of publications had a significant jump in the past two years. The drop

in the number of publications for 2016 is due to the time of the search, which was June

30th 2016. I expect the field will continue its growth, and more research is needed to

reach the apex of maturity as we discuss later in detail.

The 130 extracted publications are summarized in Table 2.2 by their key characteris-

tics such as forecasting resolution, the type of data, number of traffic links incorporated

in the study, and modeling framework. The third column of Table 2.2 shows the im-

plementation of traffic forecasting methods is carried out mainly in North America,

followed by Europe and Asia. Only two studies were conducted in Australia. Other

continents such as South America and Africa are not at all covered by this literature.
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The Netherlands, England, and Greece are more prevalent than other European coun-

tries in this review. This distribution stems from the language of retrieved articles,

which is English in this systematic review.

In the subsequent sections, the 130 extracted publications are reviewed and syn-

thesized across two principal aspects. One discusses the conceptual methodology used

in publications. The other elaborates on emerging hypotheses and techniques aimed

at detecting spatial components. Reflecting on the flow of thinking that underlies the

construction of spatial dependence is essential, as forecasting methods stand on the

foundation of detecting the spatial dependence structure.

2.4 A Review of Methods for Predicting Short-Term Traf-

fic

In 1984, Okutani and Stephanedes [134] were the first to achieve a better traffic flow

prediction on a link by taking into account the spatial information of its upstream

feeder links. Twenty years later, Kamarianakis and Prastacos [119] borrowed a model,

the so-called space-time autoregressive integrated moving average (STARIMA), from

the regional science literature to forecast relative velocity on major arterials of Athens,

Greece. Although the fundamental of STARIMA is laid as early as 1975 by Cliff and

Ord [135], they were the first to test this model in a traffic forecasting framework. The

STARIMA family model is considered a generic form of autoregressive linear models used

in traffic forecasting. This model is quite distinct from the traditional autoregressive

integrated moving average (ARIMA) model by capturing the spatial information of

neighboring links for traffic forecasting. The taxonomy of this family of models is

depicted in Figure 2.3. Letting Yt is the vector of observations at time t in this family,

O is a l × l difference operator matrix such that:

OYt = Yt − Yt−1

O2Yt = O(OYt)Yt − 2Yt−1 + Yt−2

g is the number of differences, p is the autoregressive order, m is the moving average

order, pz is the spatial order of the zth autoregressive term, mz is the spatial order

of the zth moving average term, βzr is the autoregressive parameter at temporal lag

z and rth spatial lag, θzr is the moving average parameter at temporal lag z and rth
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Table 2.2: Summary of literature
No. First Author Location Road Step (Min) Predictor Data Link Method

ST ML
1 Fusco [7] Italy Urban 5 Speed R 5 X
2 Zhu [8] Germany Urban 5, 10, 15 Flow S 19 X
3 Yu [9] China Urban 5 Flow R 6 X
4 Xia [10] China Urban 5 Flow R 3 X
5 Zhang [11] US Highway 5 Flow R 6 X X
6 Ko [12] Korea Expressway 1 Flow R 5 X X
7 Zhao [13] China Urban 15 Flow R 10 X
8 Jiang [14] China Urban 2 Speed R 3 X X
9 Polson [15] US Highway 5 Speed R 21 X X
10 Salamanis [16] Germany Urban 5 Travel Time R 218,576 X
11 Wu [17] US Urban 5 Flow R 14 X
12 Xu [18] China Urban 10 Flow R 17 X
13 Lv [19] US Freeway 5 Flow R - X
14 Zou [20] US Freeway 5 Speed R 5 X
15 Ma [21] Canada Highway 60 Flow R 9 X
16 Schimbinschi [22] Australia Freeway 15 Flow R 4 X X
17 Dong [23] China Freeway 2 Flow R 12 X
18 Agafonov [24] Russia Urban 10 Travel Time R 3,387 X
19 Fusco [25] Italy Urban 5 Speed R 7 X
20 Zou [26] China Urban 5 Flow R 3 X
21 Reza [27] US Highway 1 Travel Time R 28 X
22 Hou [28] US Freeway 15 Flow R 8 X
23 Shahsavari [29] US Highway 15 Flow R 36 X
24 Xing [30] China Highway 15 Flow R 120 X
25 Ahn [31] Korea Expressway 1 Flow R 4 X
26 Yang [32] US Highway 10 Flow R 3,254 X X
27 Yang [33] US Highway 1 Speed R 9 X
28 Dell’Acqua [34] US Freeway 15 Flow R - X
29 Ran [35] US Highway 5 Speed R 13 X
30 Zhong [36] US Highway - Flow R 2 X X
31 Wu [37] China Urban 5 Flow R 5 X
32 Cheng [38] England Urban 5 Flow R 22 X
33 Zhu [39] China Urban 15 Flow R 3 X
34 Chen [40] US Freeway 5 Speed R 5 X X
35 Niu [41] China Urban 15 Flow R 64 X
36 Daraghmi [42] Taiwan Urban 2 Flow R 13
37 Mohan [43] Singapore Expressway 5 Speed R 12 X
38 Yang [44] US Freeway 1 Speed R 9 X
39 Dong [45] China Freeway 2 Flow R 12 X
40 Ratrout [46] US Urban 15 Flow R 4 X
41 Dong [23] China Freeway 5 Flow R 10 X
42 Zhao [47] US Freeway 5 Flow R 2 X
43 Fabrizi [48] Italy Motorway 3 Speed R 3 X
44 Qing [49] China Urban 5 Flow S 11 X
45 Liang [50] Germany Urban 0.5 Flow S 6 X
46 Zou [51] US Highway 5 Travel time R 5 X
47 Haworth [52] England Urban 5 Flow R 22
48 Li [53] US Freeway 5 Flow R 3 X
49 Pan [54] US Freeway 5 Flow R 7 X
50 Zeng [55] US Freeway 5 Travel Time R 3 X
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Table 2.2: Summary of literature
No. Authors Location Road Step (Min) Predictor Data Link Method

ST ML
51 Fowe [56] US Urban 15 Flow R 8 X
52 Han [57] France Urban 15 Flow S 13,627 X
53 Huang [58] China Urban 5 Flow R 11 X
54 Zheng [59] Netherlands Urban 1 Travel time S 3 X
55 Kamarianakis [60] US Highway 5 Speed R - X
56 Haworth [61] England Urban 5 Travel Time R 22 X
57 Cheng [62] England Urban 5 Travel Time R 22 X
58 Guo [63] England Urban 15 Flow R 2 X
59 Guo [64] England Urban 15 Flow R - X
60 Pan [65] US Freeway 5 Travel Time R 3 X
61 Ngan [66] China Urban - Flow R 8 X
62 Chen [67] - - 0.5 Flow R 4 X
63 Wu [68] US Urban 5 Flow R 14
64 Yuan [69] China Urban 5 Flow R - X
65 Sun [70] China Urban 15 Flow R 31 X
66 Pascale [71] US Highway 15 Flow R 11 X
67 Djuric [72] US Highway 5 Speed R 11 X
68 Han [73] France Urban 15 Flow S 13,627 X
69 Samaranayake [74] US Highway 2.5 Speed R - X
70 Cheng [75] England Urban 5 Travel Time R 22 X
71 Deng [76] - Urban 15 Flow R 7 X
72 Min [77] - Urban 5 Flow R 502 X
73 Khosravi [78] Australia Freeway 15 Travel Time R 4 X
74 Lippi [79] US Freeway 15 Flow R 7 X
75 Min [80] China Urban 5 Flow R 50 X
76 Herring [81] US Urban 30 Travel Time S 322 X
77 Sun [82] China Expressway 5 Micro-LOS R 18 X
78 Guo [83] England Urban 15 Flow R - X
79 Lee [84] Germany Freeway 15 Flow R 15 X
80 McCrea [85] England Urban - Flow S 6 X
81 Min [86] China Urban 5 Flow R 10 X
82 Chandra [87] US Freeway 5 Flow and Speed R 5 X
83 Dong [88] - - 2 Flow R 20 X
84 Li [89] China Freeway 5 Flow R 3 X
85 Chandra [90] US Freeway 5 Flow and Speed R 5 X
86 Ghosh [91] Ireland Urban 15 Flow R 10 X
87 van Hinsbergen [92] Netherlands Motorway 5 Travel Time R 19 X
88 Bell [93] England - 3 Speed S 8 X
89 Innamaa [94] Finland Urban 5 Travel Time R 2 X
90 Yue [95] Hong Kong Urban - Flow R 7 X
91 Stathopoulos [96] Greece Urban 3 Flow R 2 X
92 Chandra [97] US Freeway 5 Speed R 5 X
93 Dimitriou [98] Greece Urban 3 Flow R 2 X
94 De Fabritiis [99] Italy Motorway 3 Speed R - X
95 Wu [100] US Freeway 5 Flow R 2 X
96 Hu [101] US Freeway 5 Flow R 4 X
97 van Lint [102] Netherlands Freeway 5 Travel Time R 14 X
98 Ye [103] China Urban 5 Flow R 8 X
99 Vlahogianni [104] Greece Urban 3 Flow R 4 X
100 Yue [105] Hong Kong Urban 1 Flow R 7 X
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Table 2.2: Summary of literature
No. Authors Location Road Step (Min) Predictor Data Link Method

ST ML
101 Sun [106] China Freeway 15 Flow R 20 X
102 Xie [107] US Freeway 5 Flow R 4 X
103 Van Lint [108] Netherlands Freeway 1 Travel time R 26 X
104 Wang [109] - Freeway 1 Flow S 23 X
105 Vlahogianni [110] Greece Urban 3 Flow R 3 X
106 Sun [111] China Freeway 15 Flow R 31 X
107 Kamarianakis [112] Greece Urban 7.5 Flow R 25 X
108 van Lint [108] Netherlands Highway 1 Speed S 19 X
109 Bajwa [113] Japan Expressway 5 Travel time R 5 X
110 Innamaa [114] Finland Highway 1 Travel time R 4 X
111 Ishak [115] US Freeway 5 Speed R 3 X
112 Kamarianakis [116] Greece Urban 7.5 Flow R 11 X
113 Alecsandru [117] US Freeway 5 Speed R - X
114 Vlahogianni [118] Greece Urban 3 Flow R - X
115 Kamarianakis [119] Greece Urban 7.5 Relative velocity R 25 X
116 Stathopoulos [120] Greece Urban 3 Flow R 5 X
117 Ishak [121] US Freeway 5 Speed R 4 X
118 Hu [122] China Urban - Speed R 60 X
119 van Lint [123] Netherlands Freeway - Travel Time S 13 X
120 van Lint [124] Netherlands Highway - Travel Time S 12 X
121 Tebaldi [125] US Highway 1 Flow R 15 X
122 Abdulhai [126] US Freeway 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 15 Flow R 3 X
123 Williams [127] France Motorway 30 Flow R - X
124 van Lint [128] Netherlands Motorway 1, 5, 10 Flow and Speed R 2 X
125 Park [129] US Freeway 5 Travel Time R 6 X
126 Abdulhai [130] US Freeway 0.5 Flow R 9 X
127 Park [131] US Freeway 5 Flow R 4 X
128 Larry [132] US Urban 5 Flow R 4 X
129 Clark [133] England Urban 5 Flow R 3 X
130 Okutani [134] Japan Urban 5 Flow R 4 X

Note I. R: Real data and S: Simulation data
Note II. ST: Statistical and ML: Machine Learning

spatial lag, Wr is the l × l matrix of spatial weights for rth-order neighbors, and εt is

the random normally distributed error vector at time t. The components of the spatial

weight matrix regularly satisfy three major rules:

1. wi,j ≥ 0,

2. wi,i = 0, and

3.
∑l

j=1wi,j = 1, for all i = 1, 2, ..., l. [136].

The studies of Okutani and Stephanedes [134] and Kamarianakis and Prastacos

[119] formed the essence of a methodological strand of thinking at different points in

time. They acknowledged embedding spatial information as the potential of enhancing
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traditional temporal models. These methods have burgeoned and developed in the lit-

erature. The spatiotemporal methods stand on the foundation of traditional temporal

techniques. The only refinement is benefiting from the spatial information to advance

the accuracy of predictions. The literature that discusses temporal techniques has been

prolific. For instance, Smith et al. [2] classified temporal traffic forecasting models into

parametric and non-parametric, and discussed their pros and cons in detail. Vlahogianni

et al. [137] also broadly reviewed the short-term traffic forecasting methods, and com-

pared the proposed models in parametric and non-parametric framework. This section

of thesis hence eschewes digging into the performance of models and their formulations.

Rather, it elaborate the results of the studies through the lens of spatial components

effectiveness and modeling performance. To achieve this, this section reviews the studies

in three separate classes. The following subsections expound these categories.

2.4.1 Class 1: Spatial Effectiveness Emphasis

In this class, the studies aim to examine the effectiveness of spatial components by

comparing models with and without spatial information. Williams’ ARIMAX model

[127] treats the upstream traffic flow series as transfer function inputs into the ARIMA

model. Embedding the spatial factor enhanced the accuracy of traffic flow forecasting

by 15.6%. To forecast the traffic speed in five stations on I-4 in the downtown region of

Orlando, Florida, Chandra and Al-Deek [97] developed a univariate ARIMA time-series

model and a vector autoregressive (VAR) model. Comparing both models, they found

VAR significantly outperforms ARIMA. This is consistent with Chandra and Al-Deek

[87].

To investigate whether the inclusion of spatial information improves the accuracy

of the artificial neural network (ANN) model, Zeng and Zhang [55] compared the state-

space neural network (SSNN) model with traditional ANN models. The findings ex-

pounded that the SSNN model consistently outperforms other neural network models in

both short and long horizons. Wu et al. [37] added the spatial information in k-nearest

neighbor model to enhance the accuracy of traffic flow forecasting in urban roads of

Guiyang, China. The performance of the improved k-nearest neighbor model was also

compared with the traditional historical average and neural network models without

spatial information. The results indicated that the model including both temporal and
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spatial information reduces the error significantly in comparison with the model with

only temporal information. The historical average model was also found the worst model

among the developed models.

To investigate the effectiveness of spatial information, Dong et al. [23] compared a

spatiotemporal model with traditional ARIMA and a linear regression model encom-

passing only spatial information. The output of the models affirmed the superiority of

the spatiotemporal model. It was also noted that the temporal input factor provides

more accurate information than the spatial input factor in uncongested situations. In

congested conditions, it reverses.

2.4.2 Class 2: Modeling Performance Emphasis

Studies of this class compare the performance of sundry modeling techniques to in-

troduce the most efficient method. Kamarianakis and Prastacos [112] embedded the

spatial information in the traditional ARIMA model and compared its performance

with STARIMA, where the spatial components are captured with a spatial weight ma-

trix. The performance of both models was found quite close. However, a point worthy

of attention is that the STARIMA model included 7 parameters and a näıve spatial

weight matrix (first- and second-order adjacent matrix), whereas the ARIMA model

encompassed 75 different parameters. Sun et al. [111] employed both spatial and tem-

poral information, and compared the accuracy of random walk, Markov chain, and

Bayesian network methods by the root mean square error (RMSE). The findings stated

the Bayesian network performs better than Markov chain, and the latter outperforms

the random walk model. Stathopoulos et al. [96] introduced a fuzzy rule-based system

method, which is the combination of a Kalman filter and an artificial neural network

methods. This study compared the performance of the combined model against the

other two models using three different measures, namely mean absolute relative er-

ror, mean square relative error, and normalized error. Building on the results, they

concluded that the neural network method generally gives more accurate results than

Kalman filter method, while the authors’ fuzzy rule-based system method outperformed

both models.

Min et al. [86] compared the accuracy prediction power of Dynamic STARIMA

with multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS). The former and STARIMA are
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alike in structure, whereas the spatial weight matrix of the Dynamic STARIMA is

derived from traffic flow information of links, and not simply adjacency. It enables

the model to be updated dynamically in a real network. The latter is a non-parametric

model. The comparison of two models indicated the superiority of Dynamic STARIMA.

Interestingly, Ye et al. [103] found that MARS is more accurate than linear regression

and neural network methods. This may result in superiority of Dynamic STARIMA

over ANN. Min et al. [80] generalized the STARIMA model and introduced GSTARIMA

model, which relaxes the assumption that the autoregressive parameters and the moving

average parameters are the same for all traffic locations. They noted the performance

of GSTARIMA model exceeded the STARIMA model.

2.4.3 Class 3: Hybrid Analysis Emphasis

Class 3 is a combination of Class 1 and Class 2. I thereupon labeled this class hybrid

analysis emphasis, as the studies of this class not only scrutinize the potential of spatial

information, but they also compare the modeling techniques. One comprehensive study

developed four different artificial neural network models and compared the accuracy of

them with the historical average, Kalman filtering, real-time profile, and exponential

smoothing [129]. The four artificial network models were distinct in whether they in-

clude spatial information, of which the information of upstream and downstream links

was selected for travel time forecasting. In general, they underlined that the neural

network with temporal information is superior to other models in predicting one or two

steps ahead. For longer horizons, however, adding spatial information of upstream and

downstream traffic links augments the forecasting models.

In a comparison of state-space neural network models, van Lint et al. [124] noted that

the highly nonlinear and complex characteristics of the freeway travel time necessitates

a modeling approach that is able to deal with this complexity. They used SSNN as

the best model to capture the complex nonlinear spatiotemporal relationships between

traffic links, and compared various versions of SSNN. The partially connected SSNN

model was found inferior to connected SSNN and reduced SSNN models. Likewise, van

Lint [108] found the excellence of SSNN in a comprehensive comparison with Kalman

filter, feed-forward neural network (FNN), modular FNN, regular FNN, spectral-bases

FNN, linear regression, and support vector-regression.
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Kamarianakis and Prastacos [119] compared the forecasting performance of histori-

cal average, ARIMA, Vector Autoregression Moving-Average (VARMA), and STARIMA

models. Comparing the RMSE of the models, they found the last three models perform

remarkably better than historical average, while there is not a significant difference be-

tween ARIMA, VARMA, and STARIMA models. Vlahogianni et al. [104] employed

ARIMA, state-space, and neural network methods to forecast the traffic flow of a link

by using its immediate upstream and downstream links. The results indicated the mean

relative error of the state-space model that considers the information of upstream and

downstream links and the ARIMA model is 12% and 18%, respectively. They concluded

that the neural network method outperforms both ARIMA and state-space models. It

is in line with the previous studies of the authors on the same data [110]. They also

mentioned the accuracy of the neural network method depends on the prediction tech-

nique, where the modular predictor surpasses genetically optimized multi-layer percep-

tron (MLP) and statistic MLP. Guo et al. [83] tested three distinct machine learning

methods, namely time delay, recurrent neural networks, and the k-nearest neighbor for

traffic flow forecasting in the urban area of London. Comparing the models, they recom-

mended k-nearest neighbor based prediction models with error feedback for short-term

traffic prediction.

This trajectory leads us to the following conclusions:

• Irrespective of which method is selected, spatial information inclusion in short-

term traffic forecasting models boosts the accuracy of prediction, particularly in

congested traffic regimes and longer time horizons.

• There is a broad and longstanding agreement that non-parametric methods out-

perform the näıve statistical methods such as historical average, real time profile,

and exponential smoothing. However, to make an inexorable conclusion regarding

the performance of neural network methods against STARIMA family models,

more research is needed in this field.
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2.5 A Review of Methods for Capturing Spatial Informa-

tion

It has been over three decades since spatial information was first captured in a traffic

corridor for the sake of traffic flow prediction [134]. This section discusses the evolution

of techniques for dealing with capturing spatial information for traffic forecasting. It

takes a fairly narrow view of analysis, and delves into the emerged approaches from two

conceptual aspects. For each aspect, it elaborates on the nature of spatial components

used in traffic forecasting, and identifies the notion behind an objective evaluation of

approaches.

2.5.1 A Näıve Approach

Traffic conditions of a downstream section of a road are highly associated with traffic

conditions upstream, as those vehicles will ultimately travel to the link in question.

Thereupon, spatial information of upstream sections may capture the dynamics of traf-

fic. Following the study of Okutani and Stephanedes [134], Larry [132] utilized the

traffic flow of detectors on the approach of each upstream intersection to predict future

arrivals. He noticed the longer horizons are achieved when spatial information is em-

bedded in traffic forecasting methods. In another study, Park et al. [131] found the

traffic flow of upstream links is highly correlated with the study link, and mentioned

spatial information is as informative as temporal information. Stathopoulos and Kar-

laftis [120] predicted traffic flow in an urban corridor while using the spatial information

of four consecutive loop detectors in the upstream of the study section. Although they

acknowledged spatial information as a catalyst, they noticed farther links are correlated

with the study link over a longer time lag. Vlahogianni et al. [110] used the flow infor-

mation of two upstream loop detectors to predict the traffic flow of the study link in an

urban arterial. They argued that the spatial information has the potential of enhancing

the accuracy of forecasting methods, particularly over a longer traffic horizon.

Not only is a link affected by its upstream links, but downstream links also may

involve traffic conditions of their upstream links. This is a case in congested situations,

where the downstream link propagates its traffic to upstream links. Abdulhai et al.

[126] benefited from both upstream and downstream flow information to take backward
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propagating shockwaves into account. Ishak et al. [121] embedded both downstream

and upstream information in the forecasting modeling. Studies took a step forward by

examining to what extent the downstream information is crucial in traffic forecasting.

van Lint et al. [124] highlighted the downstream information plays a more critical role

than upstream information in congested situations for travel time forecasting. How-

ever, no superiority was witnessed in uncongested conditions. In the congested regime,

Djuric et al. [72] also concluded that the current speed of the downstream link has a

greater weight than the upstream link for speed forecasting. This is also confirmed by

Daraghmi et al. [42], who made the same conclusion for traffic flow forecasting on an

arterial road. Vlahogianni et al. Zou et al. [20] used the information of two upstream

and two downstream links. They developed distinct models to explore the role of down-

stream and upstream links in forecasting of traffic speed. No significant difference was

found between using either downstream or upstream information for various prediction

horizons in both congested and uncongested regimes.

2.5.2 A Modest Approach

Studies corroborated the hypothesis about enhancing the accuracy of forecasting meth-

ods by incorporating the information of neighboring links. Researchers, practitioners,

and policymakers who seek to develop intelligent transportation systems embraced this

hypothesis with enthusiasm. However, little information was known about which and

how many links is needed to be included in forecasting methods. Researchers dealt

properly and fairly with this complication. Consequently, two criteria were introduced

to select the neighboring links: (1) correlation-coefficient assessment and (2) distance

adjustment. The former probes deeply into the data to explore whether and to what

extent the information of neighboring links is correlated with the study link. The highly

correlated links are then selected as an input of forecasting methods. The latter bor-

rows from regional science, and more specifically from the first law of geography. In

accordance with this law, every link is related with every other links, but near links are

more related than distant links. Particularly noticeable is the word “nearness.” Despite

the existence of many alternative methods to define the nearness and distance thresh-

old in regional science, the traffic forecasting field has benefited mostly from spatial

information of adjacent links.
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From the correlation-coefficient assessment side, Sun et al. [111] calculated the Pear-

son correlation coefficient to rank the input spatial and temporal exogenous variables.

They then selected the four most correlated upstream and downstream links in different

time regimes. Building on their experimental results, they concluded that not only near

links, but also distant links in a traffic network, have high correlation coefficients. This

association is needed to be employed for traffic flow forecasting. Likewise, Chandra

and Al-Deek [97] and Chandra and Al-Deek [87] utilized cross correlation function and

found that past values of an input series influence the future values of a response series.

Huet al. [101] also adopted the cross correlation function to select the relative neighbor-

ing links, rather than the selection of immediate upstream and downstream links. The

results of the analyses showed the immediate upstream and downstream link as well as

the eighth link located in the upstream are the most correlated links. They also found

the downstream link is more effective than upstream links, and validated this by the

existence of a ramp between the upstream link and the study link, which reduces the

correlation.

From the distance adjustment side, most studies using this criteria fall into the spa-

tiotemporal methodological category, and prejudge the spatial dependency by creating

a spatial weight matrix. As mentioned, two methods are adopted to identify the compo-

nents of a spatial weight matrix in traffic forecasting. One simply assumes just adjacent

links have a spatial dependence with the study links. The other takes a step forward

by more comprehensively measuring the spatial dependency and states both adjacent

and distant links are spatially correlated with the study link; however, the strength of

the dependency is reduced by increasing the distance. In traffic forecasting, the ring of

dependency is labeled by “order.” For example, the first-order adjacency matrix shows

the dependency between the study link and its immediate adjacent links. The second-

order adjacency matrix, however, indicates the links that are connected to the study

links indirectly with the first-order links in middle.

Kamarianakis et al. [116] used the first- and second-order adjacency matrix to

capture spatial dependency. Studies using the distance adjusted approach simply expect

all adjacent links have a similar effect on the study link. Thereupon, spatial weight

matrices encompass binary elements, in which zero and one values stand for spatial

independence and spatial dependence, respectively. These matrices are occasionally
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row normalized for statistical and prediction reasons that leads to non binary elements.

Although this normalization results in dissimilar spatial dependency, this dissimilarity

does not stem from a conceptual traffic theory.

To the best of my knowledge, only three studies are considered dissimilar spatial

dependency in creating spatial weight matrices. One studied the traffic flow forecasting

of a link using the flow information of the upstream T-junction [86]. The weight of

spatial dependence for each upstream links equals the traffic flow ratio of each link

to the sum of the flow in the T-junction. This needs a dynamic update of spatial

weights in real time. The second used the speed differentials over space formula and

defined the spatial dependency between two links as the difference between the average

speeds of links divided by their distance [75]. Likewise, the third employed the speed

differentials over speed formula and defined the spatial dependency between two links

as the difference between the average speeds of links divided by the speed of the target

link [38]. The theoretical concept behind this calculation is a decrease in traffic speed

on one link follows a relative decrease in traffic speed of its adjacent link.

2.6 Room to Grow

This section intends to deal with the last two questions from the introduction:

• What is the lacuna in the current literature?

• What directions should research take?

To answer these questions, it is needed to dive into the types of traffic networks

studied in the literature. However, a preliminary knowledge of graph theory is required,

which drove me to provide a brief introduction here. For details the reader may refer

to [138].

A graph is a collection of nodes that are connected by links. In accordance with

graph theory, the following terminologies are drawn:

• Two links are parallel if they connect the same pair of nodes.

• Two links are adjacent if they share a common node.

• A link is loop if its two nodes are the same.
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• A graph is simple if it has no parallel links or loops.

• A graph is directed if its links show direction.

• A graph is connected if at least one link exists between every pair of nodes.

• A ring network is a closed path where every node has exactly two links incident

with it.

• A grid network is a network topology where each node corresponds to a point in

a plane.

Having these terminologies, a traffic network is exemplified by a graph G = (N,L)

encompasses n nodes (N = {1, 2, · · · , n}) and l links (L = {1, 2, · · · , l}), which are both

directed and connected. Studies have explored the spatial dependency between traffic

links in three distinct network topologies: (1) simple network, (2) grid network, and (3)

ring network. The first topology is dominant in analysis, and where one of the other two

topologies was analyzed, the selected test sub-graph collapsed the network to a simple

network. Irrespective of which topology is chosen, all studies, except one [32], have

explored spatial dependency between traffic links for the sake of traffic forecasting in

a simple graph including upstream and downstream links. The schematic of networks

used in the studies is drawn in Figure 2.4.

I am of the opinion that a large gulf exists between the realistic spatial dependence

of traffic links on real networks and the typical sub-networks, which have been studied

in the research to date. The following gaps are detected in the literature, which signpost

the way forward for this thesis.

1. As alluded to previously, studies capture spatial dependency of either adjacent or

distant upstream and downstream links with the study link. I hypothesize that

the spatial correlation between traffic links follows a more sophisticated pattern,

which is not captured simply by distance rule. I now have new evidence to cor-

roborate my hypothesis. For instance, Hu et al. [101] revealed the first- and the

eighth-order upstream links, but not other upstream links, are highly correlated

with the link of interest in their specific example. A comprehensive recent paper

[32] investigated the correlation between traffic links in the highway network of
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c. Ring network adopted from Fabritiis et al (2008) d. Grid network adopted from Sun et al (2005) 

a. Simple network adopted from Min et al (2009) b. Simple network adopted from Cheng et al (2014) 

Figure 2.4: Typical network topology used in the literature
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Twin Cities, Minnesota. The results highlighted that the contributive links in

forecasting models are widely distributed in the traffic network, and are not a

function of distance. This leads to this conclusion that the spatial dependency

between traffic links is more complex in a whole network than what is presumed

to exist in a corridor.

2. The spatially relevant links are selected either by prejudgment or by correlation-

coefficient analysis, each of which is criticized by a drawback. In the former,

researchers assume neighboring links are the most spatially correlated links with

the study link, and embed their information in forecasting methods as an input.

This prejudgment results in increasing error, if the adjacent link has not any

spatial effect on the study link, as it is discussed in the preceding paragraph. The

latter does not suffer from this shortcoming, as the input information is selected

according to the most highly correlated links. However, a similar spatial effect

is typically considered for all selected links, which may distort the accuracy of

models.

3. According to graph theory, two links are adjacent if they share a common node,

while they are parallel if they connect the same pair of nodes. All studies, except

one [32], have developed forecasting methods in a corridor test sample, where all

links are connected sequentially together. As a result, they studied the correlation

of adjacent links and assume a similarity between the behavior of both parallel

and adjacent links in the hope that the reader will unquestioningly accept this

assumption. I do not hold this assumption reasonable and present here the com-

plementary and competitive nature of traffic links to shed light on the dissimilarity

of spatial correlation between parallel and adjacent links. By my definition, two

links are complementary when an increase in the cost of one decreases the flow

of both links. Two links are competitive when an increase in the cost of one link

not only decreases the flow of itself, but increases the flow of the other as well.

By its own nature, a positive and a negative spatial dependency between comple-

mentary and competitive links are expected, respectively. This nature, however,

is overlooked in the literature.
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This systematic review highlighted that the field of spatiotemporal short-term traffic

forecasting is approaching its maturity, while it is still as crude as it is perplexing. It

is perplexing in the conceptual methodology used, and it is crude in capturing spatial

information.

2.7 Summary

This chapter systematically reviewed studies that forecast short-term traffic conditions

using spatial dependence between links. It synthesized 130 extracted research papers

from two perspectives: (1) methodological framework, and (2) approach for capturing

and incorporating spatial information. From the methodology side, spatial information

boosts the accuracy of prediction, particularly in congested traffic regimes and for longer

horizons. There is a broad and longstanding agreement that non-parametric methods

outperform the näıve statistical methods such as historical average, real time profile,

and exponential smoothing. However, to make an inexorable conclusion regarding the

performance of neural network methods against STARIMA family models, more research

is needed in this field. From the spatial dependency detection side, we believe that a

large gulf exists between the realistic spatial dependence of traffic links on a real network

and the studied networks. This systematic review highlights that the field is approaching

its maturity, while it is still as crude as it is perplexing. It is perplexing in the conceptual

methodology, and it is crude in the capture of spatial information.



Chapter 3

An Introduction to the Network

Weight Matrix

“Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant

things.” – Waldo Tobler

3.1 Introduction

In 1970, Tobler introduced what he called “the first law of geography” [139]. Ever since,

this law has become the mainspring of spatial dependence at the core of regional science

and geography [140]. This dependence is ascertained by a notion of relative space, which

accentuates the role of distance in spatial dependence. The strength and structure of

potential dependence between spatial units are typically determined by a spatial weight

matrix, which is an integral part of spatial econometrics [4]. A whole host of complex and

nuanced approaches have gradually emerged for constructing spatial weight matrices.

In spite of attempted remedies, a satisfactory solution has not yet been obtained for the

proper creation of spatial weight matrices [136].

Following the recent prominence of spatial dependence, a growing interest has exam-

ined spatial autocorrelation phenomena in natural, formal, social, and applied science.

Spatial dependence permeates geology, epidemiology, criminology, sociology, geography,

and economics, to name a few. Transportation science is no exception, and is affected

33
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by this wave. Consistent with physical models, there is spatial dependence between

traffic links in a network [62, 77]. Methods to develop this with more statistical rigor

have progressed over time. As pointed out in Chapter 2, Kamarianakis and Prastacos

[119] were first to use a first- and second-order neighbors weight matrix in space-time

autoregressive integrated moving average (STARIMA) model to forecast short-term rel-

ative velocity on major arterials of Athens, Greece. Henceforth, only a few studies have

attempted to measure the extent of spatial autocorrelation between neighboring traf-

fic links. Min et al. [80] used a first-order weight matrix in a generalized STARIMA

model to forecast short-term traffic flow in Beijing, China. Cheng et al. [62] scruti-

nized the spatiotemporal autocorrelation structure on 22 traffic links of central London,

England. Proposed models assume that the neighboring links are positively correlated,

and thereby the positive off-diagonal elements are implemented for the spatial weight

matrices. This chapter shows this is a restrictive assumption that misestimates the flow

of traffic links, given the competitive and complementary nature of links.

This chapter introduces an unweighted network weight matrix to bridge the gap

between two strands of literature: network science and geospatial analysis. Having

this introduction, the remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. The following

section reviews the notion of the spatial weight matrix and its common structures in

multifaceted disciplines. Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 discuss betweenness centrality and

vulnerability properties of the network, respectively. Section 3.5 subsequently proposes

the network weight matrix, which is verified in Section 3.6 by a 3× 3 complete grid test

network with 9 nodes and 24 directed links connecting 72 OD pairs.

3.2 Spatial Weight Matrix: A Review of Existing Ap-

proaches

In geography and spatial science, spatial weight matrices are foundational building

blocks of spatial analysis. Theoretically, wa,b expresses the strength of potential spatial

dependence between unit a and unit b, and the greater the wa,b the more dependency.

Although the spatial weight matrix has capacity to capture the self-dependence of unit

a upon itself, the matrix is typically employed with a zero diagonal matrix [136]. Non-

diagonal elements, however, are measured by a number of methods.
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Pertaining to theory, Aldstadt and Getis [141] argue that three viewpoints classically

inspired spatial analysts to structure a spatial weight matrix: (1) Benefiting from the-

oretical notion of spatial dependence, (2) Benefiting from geometric indicators, and (3)

Benefiting from descriptive expression of the data. Pertaining to measurement meth-

ods, the first two viewpoints embrace two main categories: a distance and a boundary

approach, respectively. Each category encompasses a wide spectrum of methods, includ-

ing use of a contiguity matrix, fixed distance, or inverse distance. The third viewpoint

derives its theoretical support from a familiar statistics and geostatistics rule: “Let

the data speak for themselves” [142]. This viewpoint is superior to alternatives that

are incapable of detecting the complexities of spatial dependence within the data [141].

Use of the empirical variogram function is a well-known instance of this viewpoint.

There is prolific literature discussing assorted structural forms of spatial weight matri-

ces. Getis and Aldstadt [4], for instance, summarize the previous attempts to create a

spatial weight matrix. This section hence eschews digging into proposed forms of spatial

weight matrix in detail, and confine it to list the widely-used spatial weight matrices in

Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Spatial weight matrix configurations
Weight Method Formulation Definition

Boundary Approach

Contiguity wa,b =

{
1 : ba,b > 0
0 : ba,b = 0

ba,b: length of shared boundary

Shared boundary wa,b =
ba,b∑

a 6=b ba,b
ba,b: length of shared boundary

Distance Approach

Radial Distance wa,b =

{
1 : 0 ≤ ra,b ≤ r

0 : ra,b > r
ra,b: distances between spatial units r:
distance threshold

Power Distance wa,b = rκa,b κ: any positive value

Exponential Distance wa,b = exp(−κra,b) κ: any positive value

Double-Power Distance wa,b =

{[
1− (

ra,b

r
)κ

]
: 0 ≤ ra,b ≤ r

0 : ra,b > r
ra,b: distances between spatial units r:
distance threshold

In traffic network analysis, the spatial weight matrix W defines the relative weight

of spatial dependence between traffic links. As alluded to in Chapter 2, this spatial

weight matrix for the set of L, is a l × l matrix, where its components, wi,j , regularly

satisfy three major rules:

1. wi,j ≥ 0,
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2. wi,i = 0, and

3.
∑l

j=1wi,j = 1, for all i = 1, 2, ..., l [136].

While the spatial weight matrix can capture the self-influence of traffic link i upon it-

self, the matrix is typically considered to have a zero diagonal matrix. In traffic analysis,

the components of spatial weight matrices are typically determined by two approaches:

adjacency weights and distance weights. The former, which falls into the general bound-

ary approach, assumes the spatial dependence only exists between adjacent traffic links

and the amount of this dependency is equal for all adjacent traffic links. This commonly

leads to a spatial matrix with binary elements, in which zero and one values demon-

strate spatial independence and spatial dependence, respectively. The latter, which lies

in the general distance approach, seeks more realistic spatial dependence between traffic

links. Unlike the adjacency weights, the distance weights approach assumes the spatial

dependency is a function not simply of adjacency, but of the distance. Despite the

manifold methods to explore the effective distance threshold in geography and regional

science, traffic analysts typically benefit from two methods:

1. Radial distance weights: This method considers a distance threshold around

the traffic links in question. The binary spatial weight components are then mea-

sured by Equation 3.1, where d is a critical distance and there is no spatial de-

pendence beyond this threshold.

wi,j =

{
1 0 ≤ ri,j ≤ r
0 ri,j > r

(3.1)

This is a popular method among transportation analysts, which is known as rth

order neighbors. Cheng et al. [62], for instance, employ the first-order neighbor

matrix to explore the spatiotemporal autocorrelation structure of road networks of

London, England. Likewise, Kamarianakis and Prastacos[119] explore the spatial

dependence between the relative velocity of traffic links in the city of Athens,

Greece. They use the first- and second-order neighbors matrix to embed a spatial

component in traffic forecasting models.
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2. Power distance weights: Unlike radial distance weights method, this method

assumes the spatial dependence reduces by distance as per Equation 3.2. In this

equation, κ represents any positive value, which commonly equals one or two.

wi,j = r−κi,j (3.2)

Notwithstanding the prevalence of this method in regional science and its widespread

acceptance among transportation analysts, to the best of my knowledge, there is

no study using this method to measure the spatial components in transportation

science.

Rules are made to be broken. Notwithstanding the positive elements and row stan-

dardization rules of spatial weight matrix are predominant, the literature has witnessed

a few exceptions. In 2013, Bhattacharjee and Jensen-Butler [143] estimated a spatial

weight matrix under structural constraint. They assume the matrix is unknown and po-

tentially asymmetric with both positive and negative off-diagonal elements. Likewise,

in 2015, Chung and Hewings [144] introduced a spatial weight matrix encompassing

both negative and positive elements to examine the competitive and complementary re-

lationship between regional economies. The matrix also has nonzero diagonal elements

to capture the self-dependent nature of regions.

The methods of deriving spatial weight matrices used in traffic analysis have room

to grow:

• The spatial weight matrix prejudges spatial dependence between traffic links.

• The spatial weight matrix overlooks the competitive nature of traffic links in a

road network.

• The spatial weight matrix is a fixed matrix for a network structure.

These drawbacks are remedied by introducing the two distinct network weight ma-

trices in this chapter and Chapter 3, which are capable to derive the realistic spatial

dependence between traffic links. Constructing the network weight matrices requires

understanding network topology and infrastructure. Having to do with network topol-

ogy, sundry measures are utilized to characterize the topology, and thereby its ability to
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withstand link failures. Among the measures, the following sections briefly introduces

the concepts of link centrality and vulnerability, as they are fundamental to understand

the deriving process of network weight matrices.

3.3 Network Topology: Centrality

This section provides a brief historical overview of the centrality concept and measure-

ments. This concept stands on the foundation of the graph theory. Mathematically, a

graph G = (N,L) is a collection of n nodes (N = {1, 2, · · · , n}), which are intercon-

nected by l links (L = {1, 2, · · · , l}). The topology of a network is the arrangement and

connectivity of links and nodes, which is represented by an adjacency matrix. The adja-

cency matrix is a square matrix, which its components demonstrate whether two nodes

of o and d are attached by a link. Contingent on the type of connecting links, a net-

work is classified as directed or undirected and weighted or unweighted. An undirected

network encompasses a two-way connecting links, resulting in a symmetric adjacency

matrix. While, one-way connecting links produce a directed network, in which the ad-

jacency matrix is asymmetrical. A weighted network comprised of weighted links that

signifies some distinguishing trait such as cost, capacity, and length. For an unweighted

network, however, all links have the same weight, producing a binary adjacency matrix.

Large networks coalesce with numerous routes that use a single link between two

nodes. Flows on links are not arbitrarily distributed over a network, but are highly

concentrated on relatively few links. Thus, not all links are equivalent in a complex

network. This leads to questions, including:

• What are the most central links of a network?

• What links have the most influence over others?

• Which link connections are most crucial to the functioning of a network?

• Will removing a link break down the network into smaller networks? If so, which

links are those?

These questions are of primary interest since they concern crucial subjects, includ-

ing network resilience and reliability [145]. To answer these questions, the concept of
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centrality was introduced in the 19th century [146]. In the discipline of network science,

the definition of centrality originates from two distinct structural perspectives. The

first perspective assigns the role of centrality based on closeness to every other link in a

network. This perception stems from the idea that the closest link has more access to

other links [147]. The second perspective is motivated by the idea that links are central

to the degree they stand between other links on the path of flow [148]. Accordingly, the

medial character of such links facilitates the flow between origins and destinations.

Over the past decade, a number of centrality measurements have emerged to capture

the importance of the links [149]. The two most widely used measurements are degree

centrality and betweenness centrality.

3.3.1 Degree centrality

Degree centrality, which is also known as connectivity (a term which is also defined with

other meanings in the literature, so I will not use it here), measures the number of links

that connect to a specific link [150]. In a network with l links, this is formally defined

by Equation 3.3. In this equation, c(i, j) = 1 if link i and j are connected; otherwise,

c(i, j) = 0.

D(i) =

l∑
j=1

c(i, j) (3.3)

3.3.2 Betweenness centrality

Despite the prevalence of the degree centrality measurement, it is a local quantity, which

is unable to measure the genuine importance of a link in a traffic network. Drilling down

further, the degree centrality is incapable of quantifying the network weight of a link

for two main reasons: (1) it is probable a link with high degree centrality is poorly

connected to all other links in a network, and (2) a link with few direct connections

is not necessarily less important, since it may play a “cut-link” role in a network, and

elimination of this breaks down the network into two disconnected pieces. For better

understanding of this drawback, Figure 3.1 depicts two regions RA and RB, which are

connected with traffic link i. This link has a small connectivity compared with other

links, but removing link i detaches region RA from region RB. Link i plays a “bridge”
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or “cut-link” role in this traffic network, and its importance is overlooked by measuring

degree centrality.

 

i

 

Region RA Region RB 

Figure 3.1: The “bridge” role in traffic network

To rectify this drawback, Freeman [148] first introduced the betweenness centrality

measurement (hereafter Betweenness) for a node in a network. It is formulated in light of

the hypothesis that flow is passed from an origin to a destination only along a network

path linking them. The betweenness of node o, by Freeman’s definition, is the ratio

of the shortest paths between each pair of nodes that pass through the given node o

to all the shortest paths between nodes pairs. Girvan and Newman [151] generalized

this definition for measuring betweenness of a link. In a network with n nodes, the

betweenness of link i is formally defined by Equation 3.4. In this equation, Pod stands

for the number of shortest paths between nodes o and d, and Poid represents the number

of shortest paths between nodes o and d that pass through link i.

B(i) =

n∑
o<d

n∑ Poid
Pod

(3.4)

The definition of betweenness is rooted in the shortest path assumption. It assumes

traffic flow is passed from one node to another only along the shortest path. In most

traffic networks, however, traffic flow does not stream only across shortest paths. To

advance the betweenness index, Freeman et al. [152] proposed the flow betweenness

measurement for a node, which is generalizable to a link. The flow betweenness of link

i measures the amount of flow through this link when the maximum flow is transmitted
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between a pair of nodes, averaged over all pairs of nodes.

3.4 Network Infrastructure: Vulnerability

The performance of traffic links depend on one another in a traffic network. This high

level of interdependency has the potential of cascading failure. As a consequence, traffic

network analysts are endeavoring to fathom:

• What are the most critical links of a network?

• How do and to what extent does the degradation of traffic links affect network

performance?

• How to assess the risk of transportation systems?

The concept of vulnerability attempts to answer these questions. Broadly defined,

vulnerability refers to system performance following insecure conditions. More precisely,

Berdica [153] defines vulnerability as “a susceptibility to incidents that can result in

considerable reductions in road network serviceability.” In transportation science, the

concept of vulnerability is largely used to assess network performance resulting from

degradation or disruption of nodes and links in a traffic network. Ducruet et al. [154]

scrutinizes the vulnerability of nodes in liner shipping networks. They conclude a node

is vulnerable when it possesses low centrality and connection, but high dependency.

Jenelius et al. [155] measure the vulnerability of links in road networks as a change

in travel cost stemming from a link failure. Taylor and D’Este [156] use the notion of

accessibility, the ease of reaching valued destinations, to define node and link vulnerabil-

ity. By their definition, a node or link is vulnerable if its removal remarkably diminishes

the accessibility of the road network. The concept of vulnerability examines whether

and to what extent degradation of a link affects the network topology and performance,

irrespective of the probability of degradation. The network performance is typically as-

sessed by network characteristics, including accessibility, mobility, connectivity, circuity,

and centrality. Taylor and D’Este [156] broadly discussed the concept of vulnerability,

and defined vulnerability by using the notion of accessibility in the following terms:
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• “A network node is vulnerable if loss (or substantial degradation) of a small num-

ber of links significantly diminishes the accessibility of the node, as measured by a

standard index of accessibility.”

• “A network link is critical if loss (or substantial degradation) of the link signifi-

cantly diminishes the accessibility of the network or of particular nodes, as mea-

sured by a standard index of accessibility.”

Following the recapitulation of vulnerability concept in transportation literature and

in parallel with existing definitions, I intend to define the criticality of the link by using

the notion of betweenness in the following term:

“The criticality of the link is determined by the change in the betweenness of other

links upon the elimination of the link.”

Consider again a network G(N,L), where N and L stand for a set of n nodes and a

set of l links. Let me define B(l, G(N,L)) as betweenness of link l in network G(N,L),

and B(l, G(N,L − {j})) as betweenness of link l following the elimination of link j

from network G(N,L). At the link level, the change in betweenness centrality of link

l, stemming from the elimination of link j, indicates the spatial influence of link j on

link l. This shift reveals the degree of spatial dependence between link j and link l.

Accordingly, I introduce ∆B(lj) term denoting the change in betweenness of link l,

when network link j fails. In more formal terms, the ∆B(lj) term is formulated in

Equation 3.5.

∆B(lj) = B(l, G(N,L))−B(l, G(N,L− {j})) (3.5)

At the network level, I formulate the criticality index of link j in a network per

Equation 3.6. The criticality index of link j indicates the change in betweenness of
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network following the removal of link j from the network.

Ic(j) =
l∑
l=1

B(l, G(N,L)))−
l−1∑
l=1

B(l, G(N,L− {j}))) (3.6)

Having the concepts of link centrality and link vulnerability, the creation process of

network weight matrix is discussed in the coming section. Specifically, the construction

of unweighted network weight matrix benefits from Equation 3.5.

3.5 An introduction to Network Weight Matrix

Consider two links i and j in the network G(N,L). The following definitions are ex-

plained formally the competitive and complementary links in a traffic network:

Definition 1: Link i is complementary to link j, when an increase in the cost of

link i decreases the flow of link j.

Definition 2: Link i competitive with link j, when an increase in the cost of link i

increases the flow of link j.

The traditional spatial weight matrices used in spatial analysis are unable to capture

the competitive nature of links, as all the components are positive. They are also simply

structured in light of either geometric or proximity indicators. These matrices suffer

from a lack of robust traffic theory, and thereby are incapable to reflect actual spatial

dependence between traffic links. This chapter remedies this deficiency by introducing

the unweighted network weight matrix, which allows the data to speak for themselves.

The unweighted network weight matrix is an algorithm, which is built from the concept

of vulnerability in network science. The ∆B(lj) term stems from Equation 3.5 as the

corresponding component of network weight matrix. Accordingly, the components of

the network weight matrix are allowed to take both negative and positive values. In

addition, the weights in the matrix are a function not simply of proximity, but of net-

work topology and demand configuration. To structure the network weight matrix, four

major hypotheses are postulated:
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Hypothesis 1: The spatial dependence of competitive links is negative, and more

critical competitive links have a greater absolute spatial dependence weight in a network.

Hypothesis 2: The spatial dependence of complementary links is positive, and

more critical complementary links have a greater spatial dependence weight in a net-

work.

Hypothesis 3: Near links are not necessarily more related than distant links.

Let me consider two distinct toy networks G(N,L), as classroom instances for under-

standing the creation process of the unweighted network weight matrix. For simplicity,

different demand configurations are tested to show the impact of demand configuration

on network weight of links and test the hypotheses.

Example 1: The first instance encompasses five nodes and six links with equal

travel costs. Two distinct demand configurations are considered in this example. The

first includes four routes, which pass the flow by directional links from node 1 to node

5. The second comprises two routes, which pass the flow by directional links from

node 1 to node 3. Figure 3.2 depicts the toy network and its distinct paths for these

configurations.

The unweighted network weight matrix for each demand configurations is structured

in two steps:

Step 1: The betweenness centrality of all links is calculated when all links are in

the network.

Step 2: Each link is removed from the network (only one at a time) and between-

ness centrality is recomputed for the network with the missing link. The results are

shown in Table 3.2.

Step 3: Equation 3.5 is used to compute each element of the network weight ma-

trix. The network weight matrices for two distinct demand configurations are depicted
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in Figure 3.3.

 

Figure 3.2: A toy network and its link path graph for Example I

For illustration, looking at the very first row of the unweighted network weight ma-

trix for 1-5 OD pair in Figure 3.3, it indicates there is no spatial dependence between

link (1,2) and other links, when flow passes from origin 1 to destination 5. It is em-

pirically true as removing link (1,2) does not change the path of flow on the network.

Likewise, looking at the second row of this matrix, it shows the negative spatial depen-

dence between link (1,3) and both link (1,2) and link (2,3). This reveals the competitive

nature of links in line with our first hypothesis. It is empirically true as removing link

(1,3) shifts the path of flow from link (1,3) to link (1,2), and thereby link (2,3) in the
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Table 3.2: Betweenness centrality calculation for Example 1
Network Scenario 1-5 OD Pair 1-2 OD Pair

(1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (3,4) (3,5) (4,5) (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (3,4) (3,5) (4,5)
All links 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Without (1,2) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Without (1,3) 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Without (2,3) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Without (3,4) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Without (3,5) 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Without (4,5) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

 

Figure 3.3: Unweighted network weight matrices for Example 1
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network. As expected, the network weight matrix is an asymmetric matrix since the

toy network is directional. It is then not surprising that link (1,3) affects link (1,2), but

not vice versa. The nature of this is illustrated by the centrality role of link (1,3) in

passing flow between the given OD pair.

As shown in Figure 3.3, the unweighted network weight matrices are dissimilar for

two demand configurations. It emphasizes the essential role of demand configuration in

spatial dependence between traffic links.

Example 2: The second instance encompasses four nodes and five links. The travel

costs of links (1,2), (2,3), (1,3), and (3,4) are equal, while the travel costs of link (2,4) is
√

3 times of other links. Similar to Example 1, two distinct demand configurations are

tested in this example. The first includes three routes, which pass the flow by directional

links from node 1 to node 4. The second comprises two routes, which pass the flow by

directional links from node 2 to node 4. Figure 3.4 represents the toy network and its

distinct paths for these configurations.

The unweighted network weight matrix for each demand configurations is con-

structed as two steps illustrated in Example 1. The results of step 1 and step 2 are

shown in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.5, respectively. The unweighted network weight ma-

trix for 1-4 OD pair in Figure 3.5 reveals the competitive and complementary nature

of traffic links. Looking at the second row of this matrix, it is found that there is a

negative spatial dependence between link (1,3) and both link (1,2) and link (2,4). It

means removing link (1,3) shifts the original flow from path 2 to path 3, which is shorter

than path 1. According to Hypothesis II, the spatial dependence between link (1,3) and

link (3,4) is positive, which demonstrates the complimentary nature of these links. It is

illustrated by the fact that no flow passes through link (3,4) when link (1,3) is removed

from the network.

As assumed, the unweighted network weight matrix comprises both negative and

positive elements, which supports the competitive and complementary nature of traffic

links. In addition, the more centrality of a link, the greater the network weight. These

findings are in light of the first and the second hypotheses. It is also inferred that near

links are not necessarily more related than distant links. For instance, link (1,3) in

Figure 3.2 is the same distance from links (1,2), (2,3), (3,4), and (4,5). In the case
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Figure 3.4: A toy network and its link path graph for Example 2

Table 3.3: Betweenness centrality calculation for Example 2
Network Scenario 1-4 OD Pair 2-4 OD Pair

(1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4) (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4)
All links 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Without (1,2) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Without (1,3) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
Without (2,3) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Without (2,4) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
Without (3,4) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
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Figure 3.5: Unweighted network weight matrices for Example 2

of 1-5 OD pair, while there is a spatial dependency between link (1,3) and both links

(1,2) and (2,3), the dependency with links (3,4) and (4,5) is zero. Likewise, link (3,4)

and link (3,5) are connected. The dependency between these links is -1 when demand

flows from node 1 to node 5, and it is zero when demand flows from node 1 to node

2. These examples not only show how the topology of a network affects the spatial

dependence between links, but how the configuration of demand, which shapes the flow

on the network, manipulates this dependency.

The traffic network is a complex system, and this complexity forms a convoluted

spatial dependence structure between traffic links. The complementary and competitive

nature of links is not simply captured by looking only at the structure of the network.

For instance, one may infer link (1,3) and link (3,5) in Example 1 are complementary

since they are a series in the network. Likewise, the same is inferred for link (1,3)

and link (3,4) in Example 2. While the former is not the case, the latter is correct.

The demand configuration causes this complexity and difference. Unquestionably, the

traditional spatial weight matrix is incapable of reflecting such a convoluted spatial

dependence structure, as it simply supposes the spatial dependence is a function of

structural proximity. The following section verifies and validates the network weight

matrix in a more complex simulation-based problem.
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3.6 Network Weight Matrix Verification: The Simulation-

based Problem

To assess the capability of network weight matrix over spatial weight matrix, this section

considers a 3×3 complete grid test network with 9 nodes and 24 directed links connecting

72 OD pairs. The schematic of the test network is represented in Figure 3.6.

 

Figure 3.6: Simulation-based test problem

Pertaining to the traffic network theory, travel demand in a network is either fixed

or allowed to vary as a function of travel costs. Likewise, the travel costs for each traffic

link is either fixed or an increasing function of link flows [157].

To solve the test network problem, a fundamental assumption is postulated: The

traffic flow on each link is significantly lower than link capacity, and thereby no con-

gestion exists in the network. Consequently, both variable travel demand and variable

link travel costs are relaxed in this simulation-based problem. The traffic assignment

problem is then solved by the all-or-nothing assignment condition, since both the user

equilibrium and the system-optimal assignment conditions collapse to the all-or-nothing

assignment in the case of fixed link travel costs.

For simulation, 100 units of demand for each OD pairs is assumed, and the cost
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of travel is randomly assigned to each link. For the travel cost assignment, a rational

number between 1 and 1.5 is drawn from a normal distribution. This threshold is large

enough to differ between traffic links, and small enough to prevent the removal of a link

and its corresponding routes because of large cost differentials. The trips between origins

and destinations are implicitly assigned to the minimum travel cost path. To conduct

the network and flow analysis, a script is developed in the AIMSUN traffic simulation

software package. To assure the stability of the analysis, the link cost assignment process

and the flow analysis are repeated 100 times with different random seeds for the link

costs.

The unweighted network weight matrix and spatial weight matrix are constructed for

the test network. Equation 3.5 is used to create the unweighted network weight matrix.

To calculate the elements of the unweighted network weight matrix, a code in Matlab

is developed using Dijkstra’s algorithm [158] to find the shortest travel cost between

each OD pair. To configure the spatial weight matrix, the first-order adjacency form is

considered that has been used typically in the literature of traffic flow analysis [119, 62].

In an undirected network, this is a binary matrix, in which the non-zero elements signify

two links directly connected by a node. In a directed network, the traffic flows in one

direction, and a link influences its downstream links. Hence, the spatial weight matrix

is asymmetric as it allows the impact in one direction [62]. Figure 3.7 shows both

matrices for comparison. In all 100 example repetitions, the spatial weight matrix is a

fixed matrix as it is formed based on the network structure. The unweighted network

weight matrix, however, changes as it is a function of not only the network structure,

but the link cost and thus the flow pattern. In the following subsection, the unweighted

network weight matrix and spatial weight matrix are compared in spatial analysis and

capability of models comprising the network weight matrix are validated in terms of

traffic flow prediction.

3.6.1 Calibration and Model Specification

The traffic flow on a link is not only related to the cost of the link, but the cost of other

links in the network. This relation is captured by the unweighted network weight ma-

trix. It is assumed reflecting the cost of other traffic links has the potential to improve

the traffic flow prediction. Three distinct models to test this assumption are developed
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 Network Weights Matrix 

Links (1,2) (2,1) (3,2) (2,3) (1,4) (4,1) (2,5) (5,2) (6,3) (3,6) (4,5) (5,4) (5,6) (6,5) (7,4) (4,7) (8,5) (5,8) (6,9) (9,6) (7,8) (8,7) (8,9) (9,8) 

(1,2) 6 0 0 1 -6 0 4 -1 -1 0 -5 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
(2,1) 0 2 0 0 0 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3,2) 0 1 8 0 0 -1 4 -3 2 -6 0 -1 0 -7 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 
(2,3) 0 0 0 2 0 0 -2 0 -2 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1,4) -2 0 0 0 2 0 -2 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4,1) 0 -6 -2 0 0 6 0 -4 -2 0 -1 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 1 
(2,5) 4 -2 4 -4 -6 0 14 0 0 -8 -3 2 2 -6 0 -1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
(5,2) -2 0 -2 0 0 -2 0 4 -2 0 1 0 -2 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
(6,3) 0 0 2 -6 0 0 0 -8 8 0 0 0 4 -2 0 0 -2 0 0 2 0 0 0 -2 
(3,6) 0 0 -2 0 0 0 -2 0 0 2 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4,5) -4 0 0 -1 0 -4 -2 1 1 0 5 0 2 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 -1 0 
(5,4) 0 -7 -3 0 -3 4 2 -2 -3 0 0 14 0 2 -3 4 3 -5 0 -1 0 -7 0 1 
(5,6) 0 0 0 -8 0 0 2 -6 4 -4 1 0 14 0 0 -1 2 -3 4 -2 -1 0 -6 0 
(6,5) 0 -1 -3 0 0 1 -2 0 -3 0 0 2 0 5 0 1 0 1 -2 0 0 -1 0 -2 
(7,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 2 0 -2 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 
(4,7) -1 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 -2 4 0 0 0 7 0 -7 0 0 1 -6 0 0 
(8,5) 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 -5 2 2 -3 -7 0 13 0 0 -6 4 -3 -3 3 
(5,8) 1 0 1 0 -1 0 2 0 0 -1 0 -2 0 1 0 -3 0 5 -2 0 -3 0 0 -2 
(6,9) 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 1 0 4 -1 0 -1 0 -5 6 0 -1 0 -6 0 
(9,6) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 -3 0 0 3 0 0 0 -3 
(7,8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -7 0 -1 0 -6 1 4 -2 -1 0 7 0 1 0 
(8,7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
(8,9) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 -2 0 -2 0 0 0 2 0 
(9,8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -5 0 -1 3 -1 0 -5 0 1 0 5 

 

 Spatial Weights Matrix 

Links (1,2) (2,1) (3,2) (2,3) (1,4) (4,1) (2,5) (5,2) (6,3) (3,6) (4,5) (5,4) (5,6) (6,5) (7,4) (4,7) (8,5) (5,8) (6,9) (9,6) (7,8) (8,7) (8,9) (9,8) 

(1,2) 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2,1) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3,2) 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2,3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4,1) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2,5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5,2) 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(6,3) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3,6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
(4,5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5,4) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5,6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
(6,5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(7,4) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(4,7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
(8,5) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5,8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
(6,9) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
(9,6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(7,8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
(8,7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(8,9) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
(9,8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

 

Figure 3.7: Network and spatial weight matrices of the test network
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as follows:

Model 1: This model simply considers a linear relationship between traffic flow on

each link and its corresponding travel cost.

Model 2: This model includes not only a linear relationship between traffic flow

on each link and its corresponding travel cost, but the cost of other traffic links. To

capture this spatial relationship, the first order adjacency spatial weight matrix is tested

as shown in Figure 3.7.

Model 3: This model includes not only a linear relationship between traffic flow on

each link and its corresponding travel cost, but the cost of other traffic links. To capture

this spatial relationship, the unweighted network weight matrix is tested as shown in

Figure 3.7.

A bivariate linear regression (BLR) for Model 1, and spatial cross-regressive for

Model 2 and Model 3 are used for the analysis. The spatial cross-regressive model,

also called spatial lag of X (SLX), takes the spatial lags of explanatory variables into

consideration. This model allows us to examine the effects of travel cost spillovers. The

ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation is adopted, as it is the best linear unbiased

estimator (BLUE) of the coefficients for both types of models [159]. Comparing these

models enable us to assess and verify the power of the proposed unweighted network

weight matrix in traffic analysis. A point worthy of attention is that the models do

not aim to delve into an analysis of traffic flow and travel cost, but they intend to test

whether and to what extent the unweighted network weight matrix augments spatial

analysis of a traffic network. Hereafter, a simple linear relationship is assumed between

traffic flow and travel cost.

Table 3.4 represents the results of the models over 100 iterations. Pertaining to

Model 1, the travel cost of a link is negatively correlated with the flow on that link,

which is in line with the hypothesis. This variable is significant at the 90% confidence

interval in all iterations. The goodness-of-fit of the model fluctuates between 0.089 and

0.583 with the average value of 0.290. Pertaining to Model 2, the travel cost of a link has
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a negative correlation with flow on that link. The coefficient of the spatial term varies

from negative to positive values, and it is statistically insignificant in 83% of the cases.

This indicates there is no steady spatial dependency between flow of a link and the cost

of other links in this test network. In addition, comparing the goodness-of-fit of Model

1 and Model 2 does not show any model improvement. On average, adding the spatial

term in the model augments the adjusted R2 of the model by only 1%. We conclude

that the spatial dependency that is captured by spatial weight matrix is unsuccessful in

explaining the spatial relationship between traffic links.

Table 3.4: Linear regression and spatial cross-regressive models for 100 iterations

Models
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Min Max Avg. Min Max Avg. Min Max Avg.
Intercept 1495.74 3222.17 2177.22 1462.79 3351.64 2073.791 2177.22 -1177.67 -101.88
t-test 2.82 7.04 4.50 1.99 7.25 4.09 4.50 -0.77 -7.90
Coefficient -2126.79 -717.94 -1272.20 -2194.71 -703.99 -1278.24 -1272.20 -321.46 -119.27
t-test -1.80 -5.76 -3.26 -1.71 -6.48 -3.24 -4.33 -21.03 -8.16
Coefficient - - - -94.07 282.95 49.56 - - -
t-test - - - 0.09 3.79 0.64 - - -
Adj. R2 0.089 0.583 0.290 0.062 0.669 0.304 0.435 0.950 0.713

Pertaining to Model 3, the coefficient of the travel cost has a negative sign and is

almost always statistically significant at the 99% confidence interval. The goodness-of-

fit of the model ranges from 0.435 to 0.950 with the average value of 0.713. The results

disclose that using the unweighted network weight matrix augments the adjusted R2

of the model, on average, by about 40%. To give the reader a sense of comparing the

general goodness-of-fit of the models in all iterations, Figure 3.8 graphs the value of

the adjusted R2 of the models. As shown, there is not a significant difference between

Model 1 and Model 2, since in different iterations one is better than the other. Model

3, however, is significantly performs better than the other models in all cases. Drilling

down further, the ratio of the adjusted R2 of the models are calculated to observe the

magnitude of difference between the goodness-of-fit of the models. Figure 3.9 depicts

the cumulative density function (CDF) of these ratios. According to this figure, Model

2 outperforms Model 1 in 70% of cases. This superiority, however, is less than 1.5

times in 65% of situations. In all cases, Model 3 outperforms both Model 1 and Model

2. As shown, Model 3 performs 2 times and 4 times better than the other models in

70% and 20% of the cases, respectively. This leads inexorably to the conclusion that
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the unweighted network weight matrix represents a more accurate spatial dependency

between traffic links, and thereby improves traffic flow prediction.
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Figure 3.8: Adjusted R2 of models in 100 iterations

3.7 Summary

This chapter introduced the unweighted network weight matrix as a replacement for the

spatial weight matrix to measure the spatial dependence between links of a network.

This matrix stems from the concept of betweenness centrality and vulnerability in net-

work science. The elements of the matrix are a function not simply of proximity, but of

network topology, network structure, and demand configuration. The unweighted net-

work weight matrix has distinctive characteristic, which are capable of reflecting spatial

dependence between traffic links: (1) The elements are allowed to have negative and

positive values, which capture competitive and complementary nature of links, (2) the

diagonal elements are not fixed to zero, which takes the self-dependence of a link upon

itself into consideration, and (3) the elements not only reflect the spatial dependence
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Figure 3.9: CDF for the ratio of Adjusted R2 of models in 100 iterations

based on the network structure, but they acknowledge the demand configuration as well.

The unweighted network weight matrix was verified by modeling traffic flows in a 3× 3

grid test network with 9 nodes and 24 directed links connecting 72 origin-destination

(OD) pairs. The results disclosed models encompassing the network weight matrix out-

perform both models without spatial components and models with the spatial weight

matrix. This leads inexorably to the conclusion that the network weight matrix rep-

resents a more accurate and defensible spatial dependency between traffic links, and

thereby augments traffic flow prediction.



Chapter 4

Development and Application of

the Network Weight Matrix

“All models are wrong, but some models are useful.”– George Box

4.1 Introduction

Tobler’s “law” opened a new gateway and the “near” and “related” concept has spread

to transportation science. Utilizing the “near” and “related” concept in traffic forecast-

ing methods has had an active history. However, it is still as crude as it is perplexing.

As notified in Chapter 2, this concept emerged from two strands of thought in two

discrete time spans. The origin of the first strand dates back to 1984, in which Okutani

and Stephanedes [134] used the traffic flow on both the study link and its feeder links

to predict traffic flow during the day. This so-called state-space approach subsequently

burgeoned and developed in the literature. While this strand of traffic forecasting in-

terested transportation scientists, the contemporary theoretical movement is equally

drawing attention, if not more so. This strand was noticed by Kamarianakis and Pras-

tacos [119], who tested the performance of the space-time autoregressive integrated

moving average (STARIMA) model for relative velocity forecasting on major arterials

of Athens, Greece. Since then, a whole host of studies have been carried out trying to

test the space-time model class in forecasting traffic conditions. Comparable in concept

57
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to the state-space approach, the space-time approach benefits from the relationship be-

tween traffic links to augment the forecasting performance. The state-space approach

acknowledges the positive dependency between upstream and downstream traffic links

by weighting the adjacent links. This weight is either equal among adjacent links or is

a function of distance. The weighted information of adjacent traffic links is then em-

bedded in the modeling framework as independent variables. A fundamental challenge

of this approach is the definition of “nearness” and distance metric. In spatial models,

however, this dependency is captured by the spatial weight matrix borrowed from the

field of spatial science.

The literature of spatiotemporal short-term traffic forecasting confirms that the spa-

tial dependence between traffic links is potentially important but largely unexplored in

traffic network analysis. The acceptance of Tobler’s “law” governs this belief that ad-

jacent traffic links exhibit a positive spatial dependence, and it decays with increase of

distance. As of today, traffic scientists have forced spatial weight matrices to have pos-

itive elements, as it is presumed adjacent traffic links have a positive dependency. This

has led to overlooking the competitive nature of traffic links in a network, and thereby

has misled traffic flow analysis. To overcome this deficiency, Chapter 3 introduced an

unweighted network weight matrix to capture the realistic spatial dependence between

traffic links in uncongested traffic regimes.

This chapter takes a step forward in more comprehensively measuring the spatial

dependency between traffic links, and introduces a flow-weighted network weight ma-

trix under the umbrella of network econometrics. Like the unweighted network weight

matrix, this matrix is a function not simply of adjacent traffic links, but of network

infrastructure, topology, and demand matrices. It has the potential of superseding the

spatial weight matrices and the unweighted network weight matrix in traffic congested

regimes.

Having this introduction, the remainder of this chapter is divided into four parts.

Section 4.2 introduces the flow-weighted network weight matrix and compares the de-

riving algorithm of both unweighted and flow-weighted network weight matrices. For

pedagogical purposes, Section 4.3 delves into the deriving process of network weight ma-

trices for a toy network. Section 4.4 assesses the validity and performance of proposed

network weight matrices for different traffic conditions.
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4.2 Development of Network Weight Matrix

This section derives the flow-weighted network weight matrix as an augmented form of

unweighted network weight matrix discussed in Chapter 3. The topological and Infras-

tructure properties of the network are used in order to determine the realistic spatial

dependence between traffic links. Concretely speaking, two concepts of betweenness

and betweenness vulnerability are borrowed from the network science to formulate two

distinct network weight matrices. One relies on the betweenness and briefly introduced

in Chapter 3, while the other is inspired by the definition of flow betweenness.

Unlike the spatial weight matrix, which is unable to capture the competitive nature

of links, the network weight matrices have the potential to deal with both competi-

tive and complementary nature of traffic links. To shed some light on the notion of

competitive and complementary links in a network, Figure 4.1 depicts simple two-link

networks. One represents two paths, while the other consists of a path between its

origin and destination. By definition, link i is complementary to link j, as an increase

in the cost of link i not only decreases the flow of link i, but it also diminishes the flow

of link j. However, link i and link k are competitive, as an increase in the cost of link i

decreases the flow of link i, but increases the flow of link k.

 

O  D 
𝒊 𝒋 

O D 
𝒊 

𝒌 

Complementary Links Competitive Links 

Figure 4.1: An example for complementary and competitive nature of traffic links

Levinson and Karamalaputi [160] propose an algorithm, which physically detects

competitive or parallel links in a road network. The algorithm acknowledges four at-

tributes: (1) Angular difference between two links, (2) Perpendicular distance, (3) Sum

of the distance between the start and end nodes of two links, and (4) The ratio of lengths

of two links. However, I let the data speak for themselves, and postulate three major

hypotheses to form network weight matrices:

1. The spatial dependence of competitive links is negative, and more vulnerable
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competitive links have more spatial dependence weight in a network.

2. The spatial dependence of complementary links is positive, and more vulnerable

complementary links have a greater spatial dependence weight in a network.

3. The components of network weight matrices are a function not simply of adjacency,

but of the demand configuration and network topology.

To measure the components of the network weight matrix, I propose two distinct,

yet comparable approaches depicted in Figure 4.2. The roots of both algorithms are

in the concept of link vulnerability. In the first approach, B(l, G(N,L)) is betweenness

centrality of link l in network G(N,L), and B(l, G(N,L−{j})) is betweenness centrality

of link l following the elimination of link j from network G(N,L). The change in

betweenness centrality of link l, stemming from the elimination of link j, actualizes the

wij component of the unweighted betweenness network weight matrix. I labeled this

approach “unweighted betweenness,” as all links are equally weighted to one. Although

the second and the first approaches are alike in the concept of link vulnerability, the

second approach assigns different weights to each link. The assigned weight to each

link is equal to the traffic flow that passes through the link. Appropriately, I label this

approach “flow-weighted betweenness.” In this approach, Q(l, G(N,L)) is the flow of

link l in network G(N,L), and Q(l, G(N,L − {j})) is the flow of link l following the

elimination of link j from network G(N,L). The change in flow of link l due to the

removal of link j, forms the wij component of the flow-weighted betweenness network

weight matrix.

4.3 Network Weight Matrix Calculation: A Toy Network

Problem

For pedagogical purposes, the network weight matrices for a simple example are derived

in this section. The toy network, depicted in Figure 4.3, consists of four nodes and five

links. The network weight matrices introduced in the preceding section are extracted

for two disparate OD demand. It reveals the effects of demand configuration on spatial

dependence between traffic links.
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Figure 4.2: The flowchart of network weight matrix measurement
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Figure 4.3: A toy network and its link path graph
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The standard Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) link performance function is adopted

as per Equation 4.1. In this equation, ti is the link travel time, t0i stands for free-flow

link travel time, vi represents the assigned traffic volume, and Vi is the capacity of link

i.

ti = t0i [1 + χ(
vi
Vi

)ψ] (4.1)

The parameter values of each link are outlined in Table 4.1, which is extracted from

Suwansirikul et al. [161]. However, the free-flow link travel times of links (1,2) and

(3,4) is slightly changed to have a unique shortest path between given OD pairs. In the

following examples, the derivation of network weight matrices is pointed out in detail.

Table 4.1: Parameter values of the toy network

Link t0i Vi χ ψ

(1,2) 3.9 40.0 0.15 4.0
(1,3) 6.0 40.0 0.15 4.0
(2,3) 2.0 60.0 0.15 4.0
(2,4) 5.0 40.0 0.15 4.0
(3,4) 3.1 40.0 0.15 4.0

Example 1: The first instance passes 100 vehicles from node 1 to node 4 through

three different paths. For the sake of understanding, the process of deriving network

weight matrices is separately explained for two unweighted betweenness and two flow-

weighted betweenness approaches in this example.

Having to do with betweenness approach, it is applicable to calculate betweenness

based on either the free-flow travel time or the ultimate link travel time derived from

Equation 3.4 for each scenario. For simplicity, the free-flow travel time is employed to

measure betweenness in this example. However, both cases are tested later for evaluating

network weight matrices. To find the shortest path, the Dijkstra’s algorithm is adopted

and the results are represented in Table 4.2. For a network with all links scenario,

looking at the betweenness indicates that the value of links (1,2) and (2,4) equal one,

as path 1 is the shortest path between 1-4 OD pair. Following the removal of link (1,2),

path 1 is no longer the shortest path and path 2 absorbs the traffic, as it is the only

path in the network. Consequently, the values of links (1,3) and (3,4), which belong
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to path 2, take on the value of one. Differentiation of the betweenness of links when

the network possesses all links and when link (1,2) is removed results in revealing the

spatial dependence between link (1,2) and other links. The derived values form the

first row of the network weight matrix depicted in Figure 4.4.The values disclose both

complimentary and competitive nature of traffic links.

As expected, link (1,2) is intensely competitive with links (1,3) and (3,4), as removing

link (1,2) shifts the traffic flow to link (1,3) and (3,4), which is the only path in the

network. However, links (1,3) and (3,4) have do not any spatial impact on link (1,2),

and thereby their corresponding components in the network weight matrix are zero.

This is illustrated by the hypothesis of shortest path selection, which is the backbone of

betweenness measurement. Link (1,2) belongs to the shortest path 1, which is selected

by all users. Removal of link (1,3) does not change the path of flow in the network, and

as a result the betweenness of the links is similar to the network with all links scenario.

It is the shortcoming of betweenness measurement, which assumes all network users

choose the shortest path.

Link (1,2) is complementary to link (2,4), as its removal paralyzes link (2,4). How-

ever, as shown in Figure 3, there is no spatial influence from link (2,4) on link (1,2).

This is illuminated by two main reasons: (1) the studied links are directed and traffic

link (1,2) is upstream of traffic link (3,4). Hence, flow streams from link (1,2) to link

(3,4), and in the free-flow condition link (3,4) does not have any spatial influence on

link (1,2). While in the congested situation, we might imagine the shockwave stemming

from link (3,4) affects link (1,2). However, it is neither the case in this example nor is

it measurable by betweenness index.

To implement the flow-weighted betweenness approach, the stochastic user equilib-

rium and the method of successive averages (MSA) solution algorithm are adopted to

assign vehicular trip rates to the network [162]. The results of the assignment are de-

picted in Table 4.2. Removal of link (1,2) paralyzes path 1 and path 3, and consequently

the flow on links (1,2), (2,3), and (2,4) equal zero. Calculating the change rate in traffic

flow of each link following the link (1,2) removal results in revealing spatial dependence

between link (1,2) and other traffic links. The first row of network weight matrix de-

picted in Figure 4.4 discloses this dependency. For illustration, the components of the

first row are calculated as follows:
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w(1,2),(1,2) = 52− 0 = 52

w(1,2),(1,3) = 48− 100 = −52

w(1,2),(2,3) = 6− 0 = 6

w(1,2),(2,4) = 46− 0 = 46

w(1,2),(3,4) = 54− 100 = −46

The values of the network weight matrix formed by flow-weighted betweenness ap-

proach alike the betweenness approach reveal both complimentary and competitive na-

ture of traffic links.

Link (1,2) is directly competitive with links (1,3) and (3,4), in line with our hypothe-

ses and results of the betweenness approach. In contrast with betweenness approach,

the flow-weighted betweenness approach acknowledges the reciprocal spatial dependence

between links (1,2) and both link (1,3) and link (3,4). The reason is the flow-weighted

betweenness approach is not simply a function of shortest path, but of user equilibrium

assignment. However, the unweighted betweenness approach stands on the foundation

of all-or-nothing assumption. Interestingly, looking at the second row of the network

weight matrix indicates that link (1,3) is competitive with links (2,3) and (2,4), but with

different magnitudes. Although link (1,3) is highly correlated with link (2,3), there is a

low correlation between link (1,3) and (2,4). It is empirically true as a significant amount

of flow shifts to link (2,3) by removing link (1,3) in comparison with the network with all

links scenario. However, traffic flow of link (2,4) does not witness a remarkable change.

Unlike the unweighted betweenness approach, link (1,2) is complementary not only

to link (2,4), but also to link (2,3). It is not surprising, given link (1,2) is a feeder of

both links. However, there is no reciprocal spatial dependence between links (1,2) and

(2,4), since traffic links are directed in this example and link (1,2) is the only feeder of

link (2,4). When a link absorbs traffic from more than one feeder, the reciprocal spatial

dependence shows up in network weight matrix. The instance of such dependence is

link (3,4), which is fed by links (1,3) and (2,3). Consequently, not just links (1,3) and

(2,3) spatially affect link (3,4), but they are affected by link (3,4) as well.

Comparing two network weight matrices demonstrates that the network weight ma-

trix built on the flow-weighted betweenness approach captures the more realistic spatial

dependence between links than the unweighted betweenness approach. It is then hypoth-

esized that the flow-weighted betweenness approach performs better than unweighted
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betweenness approach, particularly in congested traffic conditions. This hypothesis is

tested in Section 4.4.

Table 4.2: Weight matrix calculation for Example 1
Network Scenario Unweighted Betweenness Flow-Weighted Betweenness

(1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4) (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4)
All links 1 0 0 1 0 52 48 6 46 54
Without (1,2) 0 1 0 0 1 0 100 0 0 100
Without (1,3) 1 0 0 1 0 100 0 52.38 47.62 52.38
Without (2,3) 1 0 0 1 1 50 50 0 50 50
Without (2,4) 1 0 1 0 1 52 48 52 0 100
Without (3,4) 1 0 0 1 0 100 0 0 100 0

 Unweighted Betweenness   Flow-weighted Betweenness 

 Links (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4)   Links (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4) 

 (1,2) 1 -1 0 1 -1   (1,2) 52 -52 6 46 -46 

 (1,3) 0 0 0 0 0   (1,3) -48 48 -46.38 -1.62 1.62 

    (2,3) 0 0 0 0 0      (2,3) 2 -2 6 -4 4 

 (2,4) 0 0 -1 1 -1   (2,4) 0 0 -46 46 -46 

 (3,4) 0 0 0 0 0   (3,4) -48 48 6 -54 54 
 

Figure 4.4: Network weight matrices for Example 1

Example 2: Similar to Example 1, this instance passes 100 vehicles, but from

node 1 to node 2 through two different paths. Table 4.3 depicts the results of flow-

weighted and unweighted betweenness for different scenarios. Figure 4.5 also represents

the corresponding network weight matrices. The process of deriving network weight

matrices for unweighted and flow-weighted betweenness is akin to Example 1. Thus,

digging into the derivationI is eschewed, and instead the dissimilarity between network

weight matrices are emphasized in two examples stemming from the change in demand

configuration.

Not surprisingly, the corresponding components to link (2,4) and (3,4) in network

weight matrices are zero, as they pass no flow from node 1 to node 2. In this example

path 1 competes with path 2, and thereby links (1,2) and (2,3) are competitive with link

(1,3). The negative sign of the components discloses this competitive nature. Comparing
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network weight matrices in two examples emphasizes the remarkable role of link (2,3)

in 1-2 OD configuration. It is indeed true, as path 2 is the only substitute for path 1.

The change in value of the components of the network weight matrices in two examples

reveals the role of demand configuration in spatial dependence between traffic links.

The spatial dependence between traffic links is not only related to the topology of the

network, but it is also defined by the demand configuration in traffic networks.

Table 4.3: Weight matrix calculation for Example 2
Network Scenario Unweighted Betweenness Flow-weighted Betweenness

(1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4) (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4)
All links 1 0 1 0 0 51.85 48.15 51.85 0 0
Without (1,2) 0 1 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
Without (1,3) 1 0 1 0 0 100 0 100 0 0
Without (2,3) 0 1 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
Without (2,4) 1 0 1 0 0 51.85 48.15 51.85 0 0
Without (3,4) 1 0 1 0 0 51.85 48.15 51.85 0 0

  Unweighted Betweenness    Flow-weighted Betweenness 

 Links (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4)   Links (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4) 

 (1,2) 1 -1 1 0 0   (1,2) 51.85 -51.85 51.85 0 0 

 (1,3) 0 0 0 0 0   (1,3) -48.15 48.15 -48.15 0 0 

    (2,3) 1 -1 1 0 0      (2,3) 51.85 -51.85 51.85 0 0 

 (2,4) 0 0 0 0 0   (2,4) 0 0 0 0 0 

 (3,4) 0 0 0 0 0   (3,4) 0 0 0 0 0 
 

Figure 4.5: Network weight matrices for Example 2

4.4 Network Weight Matrix Verification

In order to exhibit validity of the network weight matrices and comparing the efficacy of

each of which, the Nguyen and Dupuis [163] network is adopted as depicted in Figure 4.6.

The network consists of 13 nodes, 19 directed links and 4 OD pairs. The characteristics

of each link are represented in Table 4.4, which are extracted from Xu et al. [164]. The

network weight matrices are tested for three different demand scenarios:
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1. q12 = 20, q13 = 40, q42 = 30, and q43 = 10,

2. q12 = 400, q13 = 800, q42 = 600, and q43 = 200, and

3. q12 = 800, q13 = 1, 600, q42 = 1, 200, and q43 = 400.

The second scenario, which was used by Nguyen and Dupuis [163], gives a semi-

congested traffic condition. In this scenario, links 6, 8, 12, 15, and 17 have not reached

their capacity. The first and third demand scenarios are designed to assess the network

weight matrices in uncongested and congested traffic regimes, respectively.
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Figure 4.6: The Nguyen-Dupuis network

Five distinct models are developed to test the network weight matrices. The func-

tional form of the models assumes a simple linear relationship between exogenous and

endogenous variables. This is a näıve assumption. However, this does not jeopardize

the results, as this chapter of thesis aims to judge whether and to what extent the

network weight matrices have the potential of advancing the traffic flow forecasting.

The first model simply considers a linear relationship between traffic flow in each link
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Table 4.4: Link characteristics of the Nguyen-Dupuis network

Link t0i Vi χ ψ Link t0i Vi χ ψ

1 7 300 0.15 4 11 9 500 0.15 4
2 9 200 0.15 4 12 10 550 0.15 4
3 9 200 0.15 4 13 9 200 0.15 4
4 12 200 0.15 4 14 6 400 0.15 4
5 3 350 0.15 4 15 9 300 0.15 4
6 9 400 0.15 4 16 8 300 0.15 4
7 5 500 0.15 4 17 7 200 0.15 4
8 13 250 0.15 4 18 14 300 0.15 4
9 5 250 0.15 4 19 11 200 0.15 4
10 9 300 0.15 4

and its corresponding travel cost. The other models capture both direct and spatial

relationship between traffic flow and travel cost. The models are unique in the method

of measuring spatial dependence between traffic links. Table 4.5 depicts the information

of the models. For estimation, the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation method is

used, which is the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of the coefficients for both

bivariate linear regression and spatial cross-regressive models. Table 4.6 summarizes

the results of the models. The student’s t-test for exogenous variables is reported in

parentheses. In these models, Xt is a vector of travel costs, W is a l× l weight matrix,

and εt denotes a normally distributed of error terms.

Table 4.5: Specification of models used in this study
Models Formula Method of Spatial Dependence Measurement
Model 1 qt = α+ ξtXt + εt No spatial component
Model 2 qt = α+ ξtXt + ϕtWXt + εt Spatial Weight matrix: First-order neighbor
Model 3 qt = α+ ϕtW Xt + εt Network weight matrix: unweighted betweenness based on t0i
Model 4 qt = α+ ϕtW Xt + εt Network weight matrix: unweighted betweenness based on ti
Model 5 qt = α+ ϕtW Xt + εt Network weight matrix: flow-weighted betweenness

As for the significance of variables, the spatial component of Model 5 is significant

constantly. It demonstrates that the network weight matrix deriving from the flow-

weighted betweenness approach is able to capture the spatial dependence significantly

in all traffic conditions. It is also true for Model 4. The spatial component of Model

2, however, is not statistically significant. This discloses that the traditional spatial

weight matrix is unable to measure the realistic spatial dependence between traffic links.
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Table 4.6: Results of the models in different demand scenarios
Models Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Model 1
Constant

87.90
(4.29)

417.29
(3.01)

793.01
(4.07)

ξ
-6.94

(-3.16)
1.44

(0.21)
2.66

(0.61)
R2 0.37 0.002 0.02

Model 2

Constant
99.62
(3.77)

423.96
(2.49)

804.47
(3.32)

ξ
-7.48

(-3.18)
1.40

(0.20)
2.67

(0.59)

ϕ
-0.60

(-0.72)
-0.26

(-0.07)
-0.27

(-0.08)
R2 0.39 0.003 0.02

Model 3
Constant

1.62
(0.25)

428.51
(8.41)

903.57
(10.14)

ϕ
-9.41

(-5.11)
-41.99
(-1.07)

-7.21
(-0.25)

R2 0.60 0.06 0.003

Model 4
Constant

2.05
(0.31)

358.52
(6.49)

778.89
(7.81)

ϕ
-8.69

(-5.03)
-78.07
(-2.49)

-49.04
(-1.99)

R2 0.59 0.26 0.18

Model 5
Constant

8.59
(4.63)

356.54
(10.06)

808.95
(10.63)

ϕ
-0.05

(-18.09)
-4.29

(-5.21)
-4.52

(-3.11)
R2 0.95 0.61 0.36
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Finally, the cost component of Model 1 statistically defines the traffic flow in free-flow

traffic condition. When the traffic condition transits from free-flow to congested flow,

there is no significant linear correlation between traffic cost and traffic flow. This is

generalizable to the coefficient of spatial component in Model 3. It was expected, as the

network weight matrix used in Model 3 derived from the free-flow cost function, and

thereby performs better in the free-flow traffic condition.

As for the fit of the models, the Adjusted R2 measure of goodness of fit are computed

for all models in whole scenarios. Figure 4.7 shows the results. Model 5 performs far

better than the other models in all traffic conditions. There is not a significant difference

between the performance of model Mode 2, which embeds the spatial weight matrix,

and Model 1. In the uncongested traffic condition, Model 3 and Model 1 reach the same

result, and both of them perform 1.6 times better than Model 1. Model 5 performs

1.5 times better than Models 3 and 4, and thereby 2.5 times better than Model 1. In

the semi-congested and congested traffic conditions, Model 3 lose its ability to capture

the realistic spatial dependence between traffic links, while it yet performs far better

than both Model 1 and Model 2. Although the prediction power of Model 4 and Model

5 declines in the semi-congested and congested traffic conditions, their relative power

increases significantly. In the congested traffic condition, for example, the Adjusted

R2 measure of Model 4 and Model 5 is 8.7 and 16.7 times of Model 1, respectively.

The results lead inexorably to the conclusion that the network weight matrices more

realistically measure spatial dependency between traffic links. They are also capable to

augment traffic flow forecasting.

4.5 Summary

To capture a more realistic spatial dependence between traffic links in congested traffic

condition, this chapter introduced a flow-weighted network weight matrix. This matrix

relies on flow rate change in traffic links. For forming this matrix, user equilibrium as-

signment and the method of successive averages (MSA) algorithm were adopted to solve

the network. The components of the network weight matrices are a function not simply

of adjacency, but of network topology, network structure, and demand configuration.

The network weight matrices were tested and compared in different traffic conditions
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Figure 4.7: The goodness of fit comparison of the models in all demand scenarios

using Nguyen-Dupuis network. The results led to a clear and unshakable conclusion

that spatial weight matrices are unable to capture the realistic spatial dependence be-

tween traffic links in a network. Not only do they overlook the competitive nature of

traffic links, but they also ignore the role of network topology and demand configura-

tion. In contrast, the flow-weighted network weight matrix significantly operates better

than unweighted network weight matrix to measure realistic spatial dependence between

traffic links, particularly in congested traffic conditions. The results disclosed that this

superiority is more than 2 times in congested flow situations. However, forming this

matrix requires considerable computational effort and information. If the network is

uncongested the network weight matrix stemming from betweenness centrality is suffi-

cient.



Chapter 5

Temporal Detrending to Observe

the Spatial Correlation

“Data do not give up their secrets easily. They must be tortured to confess.”– Jeff Hooper

5.1 Introduction

The rapid development of technology and availability of large amounts of data enhances

the ability to monitor traffic data over time and space, and eases analyzing the cor-

relation between traffic links. Traffic analysts have utilized the spatial dependency of

road segments to solve three typical problems in a traffic network: (1) short-term traffic

forecasting [104], (2) reliable path problem [165], and (3) missing data estimation [53],

discussed in Section 5.2.

Irrespective of the problem, studies have revealed the positive spatial correlation

between road segments for two main reasons. First, the topology of studied networks

typically consists of traffic links that are immediately upstream or downstream, and

thereby they exhibit positive correlation in terms of traffic due to the physics of con-

servation of flow. Second, traffic rises and falls by time-of-day, day-of-week, and week-

of-year across the network, more-or-less independent of spatial configuration. Failing to

extract the exact temporal dependency of traffic characteristics throughout a network

results in neglecting the negative correlation between traffic links.
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As remarked in Chapter 4, the positive correlation stands on traffic flow theory, and

more precisely on the time-space diagram. This positivity derives from vehicles observed

upstream at one time slice being observed downstream in the same or at a later time

slice. It is true when we assume changing the road costs and demands over time has no

impact. In reality, however, traffic may shift from one road to another due to traveler

responses to congestion or closure. This may result in negative correlation between two

links which are in series, as well as negative correlation for parallel links. Although

recent contributions from network science emphasize the necessity for procuring the

exact dependency between road segments, little is known about existing negative and

positive correlations in a complex traffic network.

Traffic links in a real network exhibit both negative and positive correlations after

detrending. This chapter of the thesis sheds light on the correlation of traffic links un-

der different traffic regimes by adopting an in-depth statistical analysis to pinpoint the

correlation of traffic. This chapter of the thesis contributes to the literature by defining

and measuring the correlation of traffic on a real-world network, and exploring their

causes. This correlation structure is capable of augmenting the accuracy of short-term

traffic forecasting models. The attention is restricted to a sub-network of the Minneapo-

lis - St. Paul freeway system composed of 140 loop detectors with a grid-like network

topology. This topology provides an opportunity to juxtapose the negative correlation

of competitive segments with the positive correlation of complementary segments.

The remainder of this chapter is set out as follows. Section 5.2 review the literature

discussing the correlation nature of traffic links in road networks. Section 5.3 and

Section 5.4 discuss the data and methodology used in this study, respectively. Section

5.5 proceeds to graphically display the empirical correlation of traffic links, and collates

the results in individual traffic regimes.

5.2 Previous Studies

Traffic analysts scrutinize the correlation of traffic links to augment the accuracy of

short-term traffic forecasting, reliable path finding, and missing data estimation. The

literature discussing these three branches of research is prolific, and a well-established

body of literature reviews the methodologies used in these studies. In 2004, Vlahogianni
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et al. [137] reviewed objectives and methods used in short-term traffic forecasting. They

examined the pros and cons of modeling frameworks under the umbrella of parametric

and non-parametric techniques. In 2014, Vlahogianni et al. [166] examined the chal-

lenges of modeling in short-term traffic forecasting, and concluded there is an uncer-

tainty whether the accuracy of developed complex methods are better than researchers

models developed 30 years ago. One of the main difficulties in the literature is that it is

plagued with multifarious complex forecasting methods, while representing a long but

shallow comprehension of spatial dependency between traffic links. Hence, this section

digs into the correlation analysis used in the literature, and emphasizes the approach of

capturing spatial dependence between traffic links.

Okutani and Stephanedes [134] directed attention to spatial correlation of traffic

links. They did not recommend incorporating the information of correlated links in

traffic forecasting models, but rather the immediate upstream link. This school of

thought has spread through the literature of short-term traffic forecasting. Using the

spatial correlation between links has grown in popularity, not just because it is a way

to augment short-term traffic forecasting models, but also because it is a way to cope

with missing data and path selection. However, the literature provides little empirical

evidence for the correlation of traffic in a real-world network, and is limited to correlation

analysis of links in a series corridor encompassing consecutive links. The literature is

comprehensive in the sense that it deals with positive correlation among the study links

and its immediate upstream and downstream links. However, it is not generic in that it

sets broad principles for complementary nature of traffic links, and leaves the correlation

analysis of competitive traffic links for later.

Using the information upstream and downstream spread through the literature for

two major reasons. First, it was simple. As alluded to previously, traffic network is a

complex system and understanding the detailed interrelationship between all traffic links

requires comprehensive knowledge and large computational efforts. Thus, considering

only the immediate upstream and downstream of the study link eases the calculation.

Second, it was effective. Research typically studied a corridor comprising a small number

of traffic links, which narrows the neighboring links of the study link down to adjacent

upstream and downstream links. Then, it is not surprising to achieve decent results.
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Stathopoulos and Dimitriou [96] used spatial correlation between two loop detec-

tors. Embedding the information of the immediate upstream link, they improved traffic

forecasts. Although Chandra and Al-Deek [97] examined a significant correlation of the

study link with both adjacent and far traffic links, they only utilized the information of

immediate upstream and downstream links.

Despite the simplicity and effectiveness, this method ignores the effects of other

traffic links, as correlation only between adjacent links was presented in the literature.

Li et al. [53], for instance, narrowed their study area to three consecutive traffic links:

“It had been shown that the correlation degrees among different points decreases sig-

nificantly with respect to distances. So, [...] we only consider m = 3 in this paper.

That is, only the upstream and downstream neighboring detecting points are studied.”

This approach is incomplete, as it selects only a part of the network and neglects the

correlation between other traffic links.

More recently studies have emerged to examine more than just the effects of the

adjacent traffic links, and thereby embed more information to enhance the accuracy of

forecasting methods. One class of studies prejudges the correlation between traffic links

in different distance thresholds. This class is so-called “rth-order neighbors,” where

r represents the distance threshold or ring of neighbors. For instance, the first-order

neighbors are those links that adjoin the study link, while the second-order neighbors

are indirectly joined to the study link, having the adjacent links in the middle. Studies

falling into this class assign a similar correlation value to each neighbor. In 2003, for

example, Kamarianakis and Prastacos [119] considered both the first- and second-order

neighbors and equally weighted all first- and second-order neighbors.

The other class of studies benefits from the correlation coefficient analysis to deter-

mine the correlated links with the study link. In 2005, Sun et al. [111] analyzed a grid

network comprising 31 traffic links in Beijing, China. To capture all spatial and tem-

poral correlation between traffic links, they adopted the Pearson correlation coefficient

analysis. The results indicated the traffic flows of links are positively correlated, and

the correlation does not follow any distance pattern.

Using cross-correlation analysis, Yue and Yeh [95] quantitatively measured the cor-

relation between seven traffic links in an urban corridor of Kowloon, Hong Kong. They

illustrated that the consecutive traffic links are positively correlated, and this correlation
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decreases by distance. They also found a significant drop in the correlation coefficient

of one upstream link, which was justified by the presence of an off-ramp before the

upstream link to a large residential area. A recent study [32] scrutinized the corre-

lation between 3,254 loop detectors installed on the Minneapolis - St. Paul freeway

system. Their analysis underlined that positive correlations exist in hundreds of sensors

distributed on the whole road network sparsely, not just the neighborhood around the

study link. Although they were the first to reveal the sparse correlation between traffic

links, they overlooked the negative correlation nature of traffic links.

In defiance of various approaches to capture spatial correlation between traffic links,

the literature has come to a longstanding agreement that traffic links are positively

correlated. I argue, that after properly controlling for temporal demand effects (i.e.

by detrending as described in Section 5.4), network segments are both positively and

negatively correlated, as one would expect from an understanding of spatial network

structure, which has links in both series and parallel, and where travelers have choice

of route and are sensitive to perceived travel time [167].

5.3 Data

In 2007, the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) developed Intelligent

Roadway Information System (IRIS), an open-source advanced traffic management sys-

tem to monitor and manage freeway traffic. The system collects and reports traffic flow,

speed, occupancy, volume, density, and headway from 7,246 loop and virtual detectors

in 30 seconds increments. Detectors are located in five distinct places: (1) Mainline

Detectors, which collect data from all traffic lanes of interstates and highways, (2) En-

trance ramp detectors, which collect the data of on-ramps, (3) Exit ramp detectors,

which collect the data of off-ramps, (4) Queue ramp detectors at the start of ramps,

and (5) Passage ramp detectors near ramp meters.

Traffic flow of a major sub-network of the Minneapolis - St. Paul freeway system is

extracted for the purpose of this study. The sub-network consists of major highways in

the western suburbs, specifically I-494, I-94, I-394, US 169, TH 212, TH 100, and TH

62 for the East-West and South-North directions. They are the busiest major highways

in the Minneapolis - St. Paul freeway system, particularly TH 62 in south Minneapolis
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is a notorious hotspot for traffic congestion. This sample includes 687 detectors, 146 of

which are entrance and exit ramps. In road segments, the number of detectors varies

from 1 to 4 depending on the number of lanes. The flow information of all traffic lanes

on a road segment is aggregated, which results in 149 stations. Nine stations and 91

ramps are excluded due to lack of data. The traffic flow measurements are collected for

all Tuesdays of 2015 in three distinct times-of-day:

1. Morning rush hour: From 7:30-8:30 AM

2. Non-rush hour: From 10:00-11:00 AM

3. Evening rush hour: From 4:30-5:30 PM

The same information are also extracted for all Saturdays of 2015. This trajectory

provides an opportunity to compare the variation of competitive and complementary

nature of traffic links not only over congested and uncongested regimes, but also over

weekdays and weekends. The traffic flow over 1-minute is smoothed, which is assumed

reasonable for the purpose of this study. This results in 3,120 observations (52× 60) for

each detector for each time-of-day. The missing data are excluded from the analysis for

each detector. A 140× 140 matrix is not graphed easily, so some illustrative examples

are selected for the analysis purpose. Four stations were targeted in a stratified sampling

method. They are stations 719, 340, 933, and 762, which are located in I-494, I-394, TH

100, and US 169, respectively. The characteristics of traffic flow for these four stations

for all weeks are summarized in Table 5.1. As shown, the maximum traffic flow belongs

to link 340 for Tuesday evening rush hour. The minimum traffic flow was observed on

Saturday between 7:30 AM and 8:30 AM in link 719.

To portray the traffic oscillation during day-of-week and day-of-weekend, Figure 5.2

plots the traffic flow of the selected links for February 24th and 28th, 2015. As expected,

the traffic flow pattern of Tuesday is markedly different from Saturday. On Tuesday,

traffic flow has two major peaks. One is happened in morning between 7:30 and 8:30,

and the other is observed for a longer period of time in evening between 15:00 and

18:00. Comparing the traffic flow of morning rush hour with evening rush hour, it is

observed that evening rush hour is generally more congested than the mornings due to
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Table 5.1: Traffic flow characteristics of selected stations over week-of-year

Link Time Average St. Dev. Max Min

719

Tuesday 7:30-8:30 6082.5 849.7 7166 3788
Tuesday 10:00-11:00 3399.4 608.3 4426 2138
Tuesday 16:30-17:30 6227.4 1248.7 8036 3273
Saturday 7:30-8:30 1921.1 880.0 3152 1
Saturday 10:00-11:00 3690.4 1069.9 4826 18
Saturday 16:30-17:30 4223.3 1167.7 5468 8

340

Tuesday 7:30-8:30 5470.5 411.8 5864 3818
Tuesday 10:00-11:00 2679.0 248.5 3151 1942
Tuesday 16:30-17:30 7768.5 643.8 8634 5966
Saturday 7:30-8:30 1544.6 161.9 1870 1266
Saturday 10:00-11:00 3182.5 202.8 3594 2834
Saturday 16:30-17:30 3826.3 406.4 4673 2915

933

Tuesday 7:30-8:30 3672.4 299.7 4188 2576
Tuesday 10:00-11:00 2292.5 199.1 2653 1714
Tuesday 16:30-17:30 6687.7 706.4 7425 3341
Saturday 7:30-8:30 1148.4 202.0 1450 703
Saturday 10:00-11:00 2172.0 315.3 2639 1379
Saturday 16:30-17:30 2810.3 406.3 3824 1672

762

Tuesday 7:30-8:30 4608.4 620.9 5517 2281
Tuesday 10:00-11:00 3314.1 838.7 5839 1691
Tuesday 16:30-17:30 4832.9 764.0 7368 3290
Saturday 7:30-8:30 2017.1 589.2 3527 849
Saturday 10:00-11:00 3602.8 744.2 5058 2023
Saturday 16:30-17:30 3970.4 753.7 5985 2157
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more personal trips. On Saturday, the major traffic peak starts about 10:00 AM. The

traffic volume on Saturday is entirely lower than Tuesday.

5.4 Methodological Framework

5.4.1 Three-dimensional Data Detrending

Traffic flow exhibits time trends in time-of-day, day-of-week, and week-of-year. These

trends are witnessed not only at the link level, but also at the system level, which is the

total system travel by time-of-day. Eliminating these time variations is fundamental

to capture more accurate and reliable spatial correlation between traffic links. As dis-

cussed in the preceding section, traffic flow was extracted from three different one-hour

time thresholds in both Tuesdays and Saturdays of 2015. For the purpose of temporal

detrending and observing spatial correlation, the data is detrended in three dimensions:

1. Hourly Dimension: In this step, the trend in each one-hour time threshold is

removed from each traffic link. For example, the trend from time threshold of

7:30-8:30 AM of the first Tuesday of 2015 is eliminated from link 719. This step

is repeated for all Tuesdays and for all links.

2. Weekly Dimension: The hourly detrended data of each traffic link has a weekly

trend of 52 weeks of the year. In this step, this trend is eliminated from the data.

3. System Dimension: Although removing the trend in two aforementioned direc-

tions is prevalent in the traffic literature, this dimension is typically overlooked

in the traffic data analysis. Unlike the previous two dimensions that focus on

removing time trend, this dimension emphasizes on extracting the total system

travel by time-of-day. Traffic flow of each link in a specific time span during a day

displays a remarkable correlation with total flow of all traffic links. Deriving this

trend is fundamental to observe the competitive nature of traffic links.

The remainder of this section unpacks the statistical steps behind the three-dimensional

data detrending. I utilize an algorithm to remove time-of-day and day-of-week trend

for each link, and the total system travel by time-of-day trend.
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Figure 5.1: Traffic flow of selected sections for February 24th and 28th, 2015
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5.4.2 Data Detrending Algorithm

Loop detectors may not be functional for different periods of time during any given

day owing to malfunction or other technical issues, and in some cases they may not be

functional for longer stretches of time due to construction work or other longer term

issues. There are various ways in which such lack of data from a detector are indicated.

After reading the data and parsing it correctly to account for malfunctions, it is

concentrated on the specific day of the week and duration of time that is of interest for

the analysis. To verify algorithmic robustness, the algorithm for all days of the week

was tested, at various start and end time points, and different levels of data aggregation.

This yields a vector of volume of traffic data for each traffic link and each day. Consider

u the total number of aggregated data points. In this example u = 60, which represents

60 minutes aggregated data in one-hour threshold. The vector of observations is then

represented by F(l, h) = (Fl,h,1, . . . , Fl,h,u) for each traffic link l and each day h. The

notation h = 1, 2, . . . ,H stands for days. In this present data analysis H = 52. A robust

location estimator to the data vectors F(l, h) is fitted for each link. This is captured by

obtaining the minimizer µ̂(l) ∈ Rm as per Equation 5.1.

H∑
h=1

||F(l, h)− µ(l)||1 (5.1)

where || · ||1 is the L1-norm of a vector. This yields the vector of medians for each

location.

This step removes the secular trend for each coordinate of the vector obtained from

the previous step. To this detrended data, an autoregression model of appropriate or-

der is fitted to model the temporal dependencies between successive time aggregation

intervals. This step involves a model selection, which selects the best available autore-

gression up to and including lags of order 0 to 5. A lag zero model implies no temporal

dependency.

In order to do this, finite variance white noise sequence is fitted under penalization

the following model using the assumption that for each l and h, the sequence {ε(l, h, f)}
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is a mean zero.

F (l, h, f)− µ̂(l, f) =

E∑
e=0

φl,e
(
F (l, h, f − e)− µ̂(l, f − e)

)
+ ε(l, h, f); f, e ∈ u (5.2)

Figure 5.2 represents the selected models for Link 719 in different time thresholds.

The second order stationarity is assumed for the above model fitting. The residuals

are obtained after this autoregression model fitting. As a result, Equation 5.3 is derived:

R(l, h, f) = F (l, h, f)− µ̂(l, f)−
E∑
e=1

φ̂l,e
(
F (l, h, f − e)− µ̂(l, f − e)

)
(5.3)

Following the aforementioned steps to remove the trend and temporal dependencies,

it is embarked on steps to obtain the spatial dependency patterns using the R(l, h, f)

values. The first step is to elicit the neighborhood dependency relations. For this, serial

correlations obtained across each pair of links l1 and l2 for each time t. This results in:

S(l1, l2, h) = Cor
(
R(l1, h, f), R(l2, h, f)

)
(5.4)

A robust yearly summary of these is constructed by taking the median Ŝ1(l1, l2) of

{S(l1, l2, 1), . . . , S(l1, l2, H)}. If Ŝ1(l1, l2) is above a threshold s1, the links l1 and l2 are

considered to be spatially correlated. s1 = 0.10 is adopted for the present study.

After obtaining and identifying correlation structures in the above manner, a longer

range of complementary relations is studied between traffic links. To achieve this, first

the proportion of trend and temporal dependency adjusted residuals for each day h and

each link l is computed, which represents the proportion of traffic flowing through link

l on day h at each time aggregation step. Let these proportional residuals be R̃(l, h, f).

Across each pair of traffic links l1 and l2 for each time h, the following equation is

extracted:

S̃(l1, l2, h) = Cor
(
R̃(l1, h, f), R̃(l2, h, f)

)
. (5.5)

As in the previous step, a robust yearly summary of these is constructed by taking

the median Ŝ2(l1, l2) of {S̃(l1, l2, 1), . . . , S̃(l1, l2, H)}, and obtain a negative or positive
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Saturday 10:00-11:00 Saturday 16:30-17:30 

Saturday 7:30-8:30 Tuesday 16:30-17:30 

Tuesday 10:00-11:00 Tuesday 7:30-8:30 

Figure 5.2: Fitted autoregressive model to Link 719 in different time thresholds
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relation between stations l1 and l2 if Ŝ2(l1, l2) < −s2 for a chosen threshold s2. s2 = 0.10

is used in the present study.

The computations are cross checked with other choices of thresholds and other tuning

parameters of our algorithm. The overall pattern of the results obtained are quite

stable. In the following section, the extracted correlation for selected links is depicted

and discussed in detail.

5.5 Graphical Discussion

After temporal detrending the data, this section represents and discusses the results of

spatial correlation of selected freeway traffic links. To give the reader a sense of how the

value of correlation fluctuates between traffic links and time-of-day, Figure 5.3 plots the

box and whisker diagram of four traffic links. The upper and lower hinges of boxes show

the first and the third quartile of the data, respectively. The upper whisker represent

the upper adjacent value, and the lower whisker represent the lower adjacent value. In

Figure 5.3, dots stand for the values that are equal or greater than 1.5 times of the

interquartile range above upper quartile or below the lower quartile.

Looking at the plots, the dots above and below each box show only a few number

of links are highly correlated with the study link. The positive correlation is stronger

than negative correlation, although they are competitive in the number. In general, the

negative correlation is more prevalent on Tuesday morning and evening rush hours than

other time-of-day. It is justified by the congestion during the rush hour, which brings

to light the competitive role of parallel traffic links in the network. A weak negative

correlation is observed during non-rush hours and weekends, due to the low level of

traffic congestion.

To examine the relationship of negative and positive correlations with the network

structure, and more precisely the parallel and series links, the correlation results of the

selected links for Tuesday morning rush hour are mapped in Figure 5.4. In this figure,

the color spectrum of negative correlation changes from light pink to violet, and for

positive correlation it varies from light blue to dark blue. The study link is shown by a

black star. The correlation magnitude greater than |10.0| represents a strong significant

correlation at the 90% confidence interval.
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Figure 5.4: Correlation of selected links for Tuesday between 7:30 AM and 8:30 AM
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The correlation results of station 719 highlight that, after detrending, there is a

network structure effect. Both negative and positive correlations exist between flows at

this station and others. This correlation ranges from -48.3 to 70.0 for station 719. A

strong positive correlation belongs to the immediate upstream and downstream links of

station 719. It is in line with the hypotheses of the current thesis and previous studies.

The strength of positive correlation declines with distance. The positive correlation

stretch upstream turns negative at station 515, which is located before an off-ramp. It

is posited that traffic congestion propagation on station 719 results in some upstream

traffic switching to a substitute path, and thereby more traffic on station 719 reduces

traffic upstream as travelers seek substitutes. A strong stretch of negative correlation

is also observed in the links parallel to station 719. This supports the hypotheses of the

current thesis about competitive links. US 169 and TH 100 are two main competitive

paths for I-494. Thereupon, it is not surprising that traffic flow passes through the

substitute paths, when traffic congestion has a strong effect on the network.

Likewise, there is a strong positive correlation between station 340 and its immediate

upstream and downstream. This correlation is weakened by distance from station 340

and is transformed into the negative correlation upstream. There is a strong negative

correlation between station 340 and its competitive links in TH 62 and I-494. Looking at

the correlation analysis of station 933, a strong positive correlation is observed between

station 933 and its two immediate upstream links, but not its downstream link. As

shown, the downstream station 935 stands in a significant distance from station 933,

which results in a weak positive correlation. Stations 755, 756, and 724 that are strong

substitutes with station 933 exhibits a strong negative correlation.

Also noteworthy is that a spurious correlation appears in correlation analysis of all

links. Although it includes fewer than 10% of the correlation results, it should be kept

in mind that it stems from the nature of using real-world data and a significant number

of missing data in loop detector data samples. For example, there is not any physical

justification to support why there is a strong negative correlation between stations 762

and 427 or stations 340 and 935. Instead I believe it is a spurious correlation.

Traffic flow varies between weekdays and weekends. This variation results in a

different correlation structure between traffic links. For instance, a strong negative

correlation between traffic links during non-rush hour is not expected, as there is little
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congestion causing traffic flow to switch to the competitive paths. However, a strong

positive correlation between the study link and its immediate upstream and downstream

links is still expected. It is also expected that the evening rush hour and morning rush

hour are alike in the correlation structure. To test these hypotheses, the correlation

analysis of station 719 for different times of day in Tuesday and Saturday is presented

in Figure 5.5.

First cut analysis shows a significant difference between rush hour and non-rush

hour, and between weekdays and weekends. In Tuesday non-rush hour, a positive cor-

relation is observed between upstream and downstream of the link in question. Not

only does a strong correlation exist between the immediate links, but also in a second-

order upstream link. Traffic flow passes through links faster in the uncongested traffic

condition than congested traffic condition. As a consequence, the traffic observed in

the upstream links are observed in the study link in a shorter time slice, and thereby

they show a stronger positive correlation. A strong point of emphasis is the strength

of this correlation in comparison with morning rush hour. The correlation between up-

stream and downstream in non-rush hour is stronger than rush hour, as fewer travelers

divert to alternative routes. As expected, there is no significant negative correlation in

non-rush hour. Comparing the evening rush hour with morning rush hour, we detect

a similar correlation not only in pattern, but in the magnitude as well. The results

indicate dissimilarities between correlation patterns for Saturday and Tuesday between

7:30 AM and 8:30 AM. The correlation pattern of station 719 for Saturday between

7:30 AM and 8:30 AM is fairly similar to Tuesday between 10:00 AM and 11:00 AM.

It is not surprising as there is no congestion on Saturday early morning, and thereby

there is no negative correlation effect. Interestingly, the negative correlations show up

between 10:00 AM and 11:00 AM on Saturday.

5.6 Summary

This chapter shed light on the correlation of traffic links under different traffic regimes.

It mimicked the behavior of real traffic by pinpointing the correlation between 140 free-

way traffic links in a sub-network of the Minneapolis - St. Paul freeway system with a

grid-like network topology. This topology enabled us to juxtapose positive correlations
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of correlation for different times and days
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with negative correlations, which has been overlooked in short-term traffic forecast-

ing models. To accurately and reliably measure the correlation between traffic links,

an algorithm was developed that eliminates temporal trends in three dimensions: (1)

hourly dimension, (2) weekly dimension, and (3) system dimension for each link. The

correlation of traffic links exhibits a stronger negative correlation in rush hours, when

congestion affects route choice. Although this correlation occurs mostly in parallel links,

it is also observed upstream, where travelers receive information and are able to switch

to substitute paths. Irrespective to the time-of-day and day-of-week, a strong positive

correlation is witnessed between upstream and downstream links. This correlation is

stronger in uncongested regimes, as traffic flow passes through consecutive links more

quickly and there is no congestion effect to shift or stall traffic. The extracted correlation

structure is able to augment the accuracy of short-term traffic forecasting models.



Chapter 6

Does Network Weight Matrix

Matter?

“When the number of factors coming into play in a phenomenological complex is too

large scientific method in most cases fails. One need only think of the weather, in which

case the prediction even for a few days ahead is impossible.”– Albert Einstein

6.1 Introduction

What distinguishes short-term traffic forecasting from prevailing transportation plan-

ning forecasts is the “resolution” and “horizon” of prediction. Resolution refers to the

time interval used for traffic analysis, and horizon indicates the extent of time ahead in

traffic forecasting. For instance, a model uses data with 30-second resolutions to predict

traffic conditions 10 minutes ahead. In the literature of short-term traffic forecasting,

the data resolution and forecasting horizon typically ranges from 20 seconds [168] to

60-minute [169].

Short-term traffic forecasting models offer three kinds of services: (1) High resolu-

tion, (2) Long horizon, and (3) Accurate prediction. However, you are able to pick only

two. Using high resolution data to predict long horizon would not be accurate. An ac-

curate prediction with long horizon necessitates low resolution. An accurate prediction

with high resolution necessitates short horizon. In other words, the higher the data

92
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resolution, the more difficult the prediction gets, and the larger the horizon, the less

accurate the prediction becomes.

This section aims at delving into the literature of short-term traffic forecasting, and

synthesize studies from two aspects: (1) The resolution and horizon used in modeling,

and (2) accuracy assessment of traffic forecasting. The following subsections expound

on these two contentions.

6.1.1 Data Resolution and Prediction Horizon

Despite the key role of data resolution in short-term traffic forecasting, defining the

appropriate resolution is mixed and crude. In 1993, Vythoulkas [170] indicated 10-

minute interval is the best prediction interval, as the quality of information begins

to decline in shorter intervals. The Highway Capacity Manual [171] defined the 15-

minute interval as an appropriate data resolution. In 2005, Oh et al. [172] tested

different aggregation from 1-minute to 10-minute intervals to pinpoint the most efficient

data resolution for traffic prediction. They demonstrated that the prediction accuracy

declines significantly for less than a 5-minute aggregation interval. A 4- to 6-minute

aggregation interval is then suggested as desirable data resolution. In 2012, Chen et al.

[173] explored the appropriate aggregation interval among the 3-minute, 5-minute, 10-

minute, and 15-minute data resolution. Using different traffic forecasting models, they

conclude: “It is clear that the proposed prediction models (except the Näıve models)

are equivalent in performance under different aggregation time scales, when the residual

time series are used in the prediction process.” However, digging down deeper into the

result, it is found that the more aggregated the data, the more accurate prediction

achieves. Dunne and Ghosh [174] suggested that a 15-minute interval is the optimum

forecasting resolution, and the accuracy of prediction is not significantly influenced

beyond this interval. Notwithstanding differences, studies are conforming that traffic

flow exhibits strong fluctuations at shorter intervals, and thereby using high resolution

data diminishes the accuracy of prediction.

When spatial information is embedded in traffic forecasting models, the story is more

intricate. This necessitates looking at the appropriate resolution problem from another

angle. As alluded to earlier, spatiotemporal approaches in short-term traffic forecasting

benefit from the information of neighboring links. Using spatial information stems from
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the fact that many of the cars that will be on one link soon are already on the network

upstream of the relevant location. Under the circumstances of this fact, a pertinent

question is how long does it take that upstream traffic flow to arrive downstream? Of

course, the answer relates to the distance between two links, time-of-day, day-of-week,

and traffic condition, which generally speaking is defined as dynamic travel time between

two links. This travel time has a close relationship with the appropriate data resolution

for maximizing the accuracy of prediction. The following example drills down further

to unpack this relationship.

Consider three sequential loop detectors in a highway corridor as Figure 6.1.

 

C 

B 

A 

𝑡𝑖
0 = 90 Seconds 
𝑡𝑖 = 6 Minutes 

𝑡𝑖
0 = 30 Seconds 
𝑡𝑖 = 2 Minutes 

Figure 6.1: A toy example for data resolution analysis

In a free flow traffic regime, the travel time between detector A and B is 30 seconds,

and between A and C is 2 minutes. Thus, many of the cars that are detected by

detectors B and C are observed at the location of detector A in 30 seconds and 2

minutes, respectively. So far as spatiotemporal modeling is concerned, the past traffic

flow of detectors A, B, and C is used to predict the traffic flow of detector A. In this case,

the appropriate resolution for detector B is 30 seconds and for detector C is 2 minutes,

and any other resolution misleads the accuracy of prediction. In a congested traffic

regime, however, the lower resolution is needed to achieve an accurate prediction. In

this case, the resolution for detector B is 2 minutes and for detector C is 8 minutes. This

leads inexorably to the conclusion that the appropriate resolution is highly correlated
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with travel time between the study link and its neighboring links, when the spatial

information is embedded in traffic forecasting methods.

6.1.2 Accuracy Assessment

To assess the accuracy of short-term traffic forecasting models, studies employ various

forms of error measurements. Table 6.1 summarizes the prediction accuracy measure-

ments.

Table 6.1: Summary of commonplace prediction accuracy measurements
Measurement Abbreviation Formula

Mean Relative Error MRE 1
l

∑l
i=1

|q́i−qi|
qi

Mean Relative Percent Error MRPE 1
l

∑l
i=1

|q́i−qi|
qi
× 100

Mean Absolute Error MAE 1
l

∑l
i=1 |qi − q́i|

Mean Absolute Percentage Error MAPE 1
l

∑l
i=1 |qi − q́i| × 100

Mean Square Error MSE 1
l

∑l
i=1(qi − q́i)2

Root Mean Square Error RMSE
√

1
l

∑l
i=1(qi − q́i)2

Mean Absolute Deviation MAD 1
l

∑l
i=1 |qi − q̄i|

Max Absolute Error MAE Max |qi − q́i|
Standard Deviation of the Absolute Error SAE St.Dev. |qi − q́i|
Variance of Absolute Percentage Error VAPE V ar( |qi−q́i|qi

)× 100

Using the MAPE measurement, Park et al. [131] examined the prediction accuracy of

traffic flow in two sites with their upstream and downstream information. The results

of Site 1 showed that embedding both upstream and downstream information in the

backpropagation neural network model reduces the error by 3.5% in comparison with

the model including downstream information. For Site 2, however, adding the upstream

information increased the mean absolute percentage error by 0.4%. This deficiency was

justified by the presence of an exit ramp between upstream and downstream stations

on Site 2.

In 2003, Stathopoulos and Karlaftis [120] compared the accuracy prediction of uni-

variate ARIMA with a multivariate state-space model, which benefits from the informa-

tion of upstream. The results demonstrate adding the upstream information decreases

the MAPE by 8%, although it varies in different traffic links. In a similar study [110],

comparing the univariate ARIMA with multivariate state-space model indicated that
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adding the information of two upstream links diminishes the mean absolute percentage

error by 3.0% in forecasting one step ahead.

Kamarianakis and Prastacos [119] compared ARIMA with both VARMA and STARIMA

models, which include the information of neighboring links. Using the RMSE measure-

ment, they found the ARIMA models slightly outperformed the VARMA and STARIMA

models. In total, the RMSE of the ARIMA models are about 5% less than the RMSE

of both VARMA and STARIMA models.

Chandra and Al-Deek [97] predicted the travel speed in three stations with and with-

out neighboring links. The results are mixed. They indicated adding the information of

two downstream links reduces the RMSE and MAPE by 1.4% and 0.6%, respectively.

Although adding the information of one upstream and two downstream diminishes the

RMSE by 0.03%, it increases the MAPE by 0.2%. This study tested the other configu-

rations such as one upstream and one downstream, two upstream and two downstream,

and three upstream and one downstream. In general, the information of downstream

was found more effective than upstream.

In 2008, Dimitriou et al. [98] studied the traffic flow forecasting of two arterial links

in Athens, Greece. Building a fuzzy rule-based system, they highlighted that adding

the information of upstream reduces the MARE by 0.3%, but there is not a significant

improvement when they measured MSRE.

A more recent study [55] built an artificial neural network with and without up-

stream and downstream segments. The results of MAPE measurement underline that

incorporating either downstream or upstream segments decreases the prediction error

by 0.6%. This diminution is 1% when the information of both segments are used for

forecasting.

6.2 Methodological Framework

The key role of data resolution in spatiotemporal traffic forecasting analysis was dis-

cussed in the preceding section. To overcome this challenge, an algorithm was developed

to choose the best look-back time window corresponding to each neighboring ring. This

algorithm finds the best look-back time window for all traffic links in two steps:

Step 1: For a selected time-of-day, the algorithm tests every t-second look-back
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time window in a specific exploring time interval in the model. Two main criteria are

acknowledged to choose the t-second look-back time window. First, it should ensure the

information of the immediate adjacent link is accurately collected when the travel time

between two adjacent links is low. Second, the disaggregated data should be available for

this time window. The selection of the time interval, however, should guarantee that

the information of the farthest traffic link, which is significantly correlated with the

study link, is accurately collected for forecasting. The value of both the t-second look-

back time window and the exploring time interval depends on the physics of the study

network, configuration of detectors, and the travel time gap between detectors. More

precisely, the shortest travel time between the study link and its immediate adjacent

link defines the t-second look-back time window, while the exploring time interval is

measured by the largest travel time between the study link and its farthest traffic link

in the study network.

In this thesis, a 30-second look-back time window and an one-hour exploring time

interval are selected for two primary reasons: (1) Although the shortest travel time be-

tween some detectors is less than 30 seconds, the finest available data is every 30-seconds,

and (2) in the extracted sub-network, the longest path starts from the intersection of

I-494 with TH 100 and ends in the intersection of I-494 with I-94. The typical travel

time of this path is around 25 minutes and 55 minutes in the uncongested and congested

traffic conditions, respectively.

Step 2: The best look-back time window for each neighboring ring is selected

according to the student’s t-test statistic. The more accurate look-back time window

for each neighboring ring, the higher fit of the t-test becomes.

To build the model and measure the student’s t-test statistic, Equation 6.1 is adopted

where the traffic flow of the current situation is modeled by the past traffic flow infor-

mation of both the study link and the other 139 traffic links. In this equation, W stands

for the correlation matrix extracted in Chapter 5.

qit = α+ ξit−1qit−1 +
l−1∑
j=1

ϕjtW qjt−1 + εt (6.1)

In the look-back time window selection, the following hypotheses are proposed:

Hypothesis 1: For upstream links, the farther the link, the larger look-back time
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window needs.

Hypothesis 2: The look-back time window varies by traffic link, time-of-day, and

day-of-week. In general, the look-back time window in congested regimes is larger than

uncongested regimes.

To test these hypotheses, the best look-back time window is searched for at 8:30

AM and 11:30 AM on January 6th 2015. This date is randomly selected for the sake of

analysis among Tuesdays. To validate the results, the proposed two-step algorithm is

applied on all traffic links for four upstream links. The student’s t-test statistic results

are depicted in Figure 6.2 for 8:30 AM and in Figure 6.3 for 11:30 AM. Figure 6.2

demonstrates that the best look-back time window is larger for the farther traffic links.

For instance, this time window is 8:29:30 AM for the first upstream and 8:27:00 AM

for the fourth upstream. A point of emphasis is that this look-back time window is

an average over all traffic links. In the extracted sub-network from the Minneapolis

- St. Paul highway system, the configuration of detectors causes the average of 30

seconds travel time between the two serial adjacent traffic links in a congested regime;

while, each upstream link has a unique look-back time window that is a function of its

travel time from downstream link. Looking at Figure 6.2, it is found the strength of

correlation between the link in question and its upstream significantly diminishes with

distance. This is worth conducting further research to test the applicability of the first

“law” of geography among the upstream links.

The results highlight that the look-back time window for the uncongested traffic

regime is shorter than the congested one. Comparing the strength of correlation between

the uncongested and congested traffic regimes, it is understood that the 30-second look-

back time window does not perfectly catch the information of the upstream. The lack of

more disaggregated data renders it almost impossible to search the best look-back time

window, as I assume this should be less than 30-seconds in uncongested traffic regimes

due to the average distance between detectors. In justification of this assumption, the

distance between each link and its four upstream links is calculated for 140 traffic links

of the extracted sub-network. Table 6.2 summarizes the statistic of this calculation.

As shown in Table 6.2, the distance between each link and its immediate upstream

link fluctuates between 0.01 and 3.54 Km with the average of 0.9 Km. Knowing 96.5

Km/hr (60 mph) as the speed limit in Minneapolis - St. Paul highway, and considering
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that drivers typically drive 8-16 Km/hr (5-10 mph) over the speed limit in uncongested

conditions, it is plausible to assume the distance between two detectors is traveled in

less than 30 seconds. It is also inferred from Table 6.2 that the standard deviation

of distance between traffic links and their upstream escalates with an increase in the

order of neighboring links. For example, the standard deviation for the third and fourth

upstream is 1.9 and 2.3 times of the first upstream. This indicates the distance between

each traffic link and its upstream is spread out over a wider range of values by an

increase in the order of neighboring links. It explains why the strength of correlation

between the study link and its upstream declines in the higher order neighbors as shown

in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. This leads to the conclusion that holding an identical look-

back time window for all traffic links misrepresents the results, particularly in the higher

order neighbors.

Table 6.2: The statistics of distance from four upstream links over all 140 traffic links

Upstream
Distance statistics (Kilometer)
Min Max Average St. Dev.

First 0.01 3.54 0.90 0.48
Second 0.90 4.51 1.92 0.74
Third 1.46 5.57 2.86 0.94
Fourth 2.00 6.75 3.75 1.11

6.3 Traffic Flow Forecasting: 1st-order Neighboring Ap-

proach

This section discusses the results of modeling, where the 1st-order neighboring links are

selected as potential spatial information. This aims not only to test and validate the

network weight matrix approach, but also to examine the capability of network econo-

metrics model against the traditional approaches. Three distinct models are developed

for different times-of-day for January 6th 2015. It enables us to scrutinize the role of

weight matrices in different traffic regimes.

Model 1: This model includes the 30-second look-back time window of the study
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Figure 6.2: Look-back time window of upstream links for 8:30 AM, January 6th 2015
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Figure 6.3: Look-back time window of upstream links for 11:30 AM, January 6th 2015
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link as Equation 6.2.

qit = α+ ξit−1qit−1 + εt (6.2)

Model 2: This model includes both the 30-second look-back time window of the

study link and the 1st-order neighboring links. In this model, the spatial interaction is

captured by the traditional spatial weight matrix, which comprises binary components.

Equation 6.3 shows the model.

qit = α+ ξit−1qit−1 +
l−1∑
j=1

ϕjtWqjt−1 + εt (6.3)

Model 3: Like Model 2, this model includes both the 30-second look-back time win-

dow of the study link and 1st-order-neighboring links. However, the spatial interaction

is captured by the network weight matrix extracted from Chapter 5.

6.3.1 Network Weight Matrix Validation

To test and validate the network weight matrix, Model 1, Model 2, and Model 3 are de-

veloped for every minute in both the morning rush hour and non-rush hour of Tuesday,

January 6th 2015. Thereupon, 360 models were developed to test the validity of the

network weight matrix with a real-world data. The Adjusted R2 and student’s t-test of

each model is depicted in Figure 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. In all models, for simplicity,

the 30-second look-back time window is applied for all the 1st-order neighboring links.

This restricted assumption largely reduces the accuracy of models, however it is appli-

cable in this case for two reasons: (1) The models aim to compare the traditional spatial

weight matrix with the proposed network weight matrix, and validate the robustness of

the network weight matrix, and (2) as alluded to in Section 6.2, the 30-second look-back

time window has a strong correlation in the 1st-order neighboring links, as the standard

deviation of the distance between traffic links and their first upstream is low and the

values are tend to be close to the average.

Pertaining to the Adjusted R2 measurement, Model 2 performs fairly close to Model

1 in both rush hour and non-rush hour conditions. In rush hour, the Adjusted R2 of

Model 1 fluctuates between 0.43 and 0.67 with the average of 0.55. The Adjusted R2 of

Model 2 fluctuates between 0.45 and 0.67 with the average of 0.56 over time. Likewise,
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Figure 6.4: Adjusted R2 of 360 models, January 6th 2015
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Figure 6.5: Student’s t-test of 1st-order neighboring dependency, January 6th 2015
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the performance of both models is close in non-rush hour conditions, although Model 2

is slightly outperforms Model 1. As shown in Figure 6.4, the general fit of the models

is significantly dropped in non-rush hour. It is justified by two predominant reasons.

First, the 30-second look-back time window is reasonably high for the non-rush hour in

light of the detectors configuration. In the non-rush hour, the traffic network is typically

witnessed its free-flow speed and vehicles pass two consecutive loop detectors in a fairly

low time in comparison with rush hour conditions. One may criticize and question the

models due to their low general fit. However, it should be kept in mind that this section

does not aim to represent the best model, but targets to validate the network weight

matrix and comparing the three models. In non-rush hour, the Adjusted R2 of Model 1

ranges from 0.14 to 0.48 with the average of 0.27. Similarly, the Adjusted R2 of Model 2

ranges from 0.14 to 0.48; however, the average is slightly more than Model 1 and equals

0.30. Looking at Figure 6.4, it is identified that Model 3 outperforms Model 1 and Model

2 in both rush and non-rush hours. As expected, this gain in performance is higher in

the non-rush hour regime, where the system is less complex. The Adjusted R2of Model 3

ranges from 0.49 to 0.71 with the average of 0.60 in rush hour and from 0.18 to 0.53 with

the average of 0.36 in non-rush hour. This indicates, on average, Model 3 outperforms

Model 1 and Model 2 by 5% and 6% in rush hour traffic conditions, respectively. In

non-rush hour traffic conditions, these numbers are slightly more.

Pertaining to the t-statistic test, the results demonstrate that the effect of the spatial

weight matrix is not stable and valid over time. This is in line with the findings of

Chapter 3, which tested the robustness of the spatial weight matrix in a simulation-

based environment. In the morning rush hour, the coefficient of the spatial weight

matrix is insignificant at the 95% confidence interval in 57.3% of the cases. This number

is 29.5% in the morning non-rush hour traffic time. However, the coefficient of the

network weight matrix is statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval in all

cases. This leads inexorably to the conclusion that the traditional spatial weight matrix

is unable to capture the accurate spatial dependency between traffic links, particularly

in a congested regime.
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6.3.2 Prediction Accuracy

The developed models are utilized to predict the one-step ahead traffic flow. To measure

the prediction accuracy of the models, the mean absolute percentage error is calculated.

Figure 6.6 shows the results. As shown, the mean absolute percentage error of Model 3

is significantly lower than Model 1 and Model 2 in all cases. In rush hour, the MAPE

of Model 3 varies from 20.7% to 39.8% with the average of 26.0%. For Model 1 and

Model 2, the average of MAPE over time is 29.6% and 29.2%. In the morning non-rush

hour, Model 3 surpasses Model 1 by 7% and Model 2 by 5%, on average.
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Figure 6.6: Mean absolute percentage error of 360 models, January 6th 2015

6.4 Summary

This chapter tested and validated the network weight matrix in a real-world problem.

Traffic flow of 140 freeway traffic links in a sub-network of the Minneapolis - St. Paul
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freeway was modeled for a random Tuesday of 2015. It was discussed that detecting the

best look-back time window is a basal challenge in short-term traffic flow forecasting. A

two-step algorithm was proposed to search and identify the best look-back time window

for upstream links. The results underlined that the farther the link, the larger look-back

time window needed, and this time window varies by traffic link, time-of-day, and day-

of-week. More specifically, the look-back time window in congested traffic conditions

is larger than in an uncongested one. Building on the short-term traffic forecasting

outcomes, it was found the network weight matrix outperforms the traditional way of

capturing spatial dependence between traffic links. On average over all traffic links,

this superiority was about 7%, when only the 1st-order neighboring links are embed-

ded in modeling. Aside from the superiority in forecasting, a remarkable capability of

the network weight matrix was its stability and robustness over time, which was not

witnessed in spatial weight matrix. This finding comports with the outcomes of the

simulation-based problems in Chapter 3.



Chapter 7

Closing Remarks

“It does not, in the conventional phrase, accept the conclusions of science, for the simple

reason that science has not concluded. To conclude is to shut up; and the man of science

is not at all likely to shut up.” – Gilbert Keith Chesterton

In defiance of the fact that forecasting traffic conditions is sophisticated, it is still

tractable and predictable with a deep understanding of relationships between traffic

components. Under this conviction, this dissertation delved into pinpointing the depen-

dency between traffic links under the umbrella of network weight matrices. This ded-

ication to corroborating the short-term traffic forecasting requires a fundamental shift

in thinking and way of looking at the dependency of traffic links. It requires a move

away from familiar spatial weight matrix and the balkanized traffic network, toward a

more complete, real-world network and a framework which is capable of capturing the

accurate spatial interdependence in this network.

This chapter aims to summarize and highlight the main contributions of this research

thesis. The problems naturally seem simpler than they actually are in all summaries. In

the following conclusions, proving the existence of both negative and positive interdepen-

dence between network components stemmed from the competitive and complementary

nature, and the way of detecting this dependency may sound again like a particular

condition with a moderate effect. I would like to emphasize again that detecting this

dependency is a complex challenge. I hope the reader will keep in mind the fundamental

role of this challenge in the proper understanding of complex network problems.

107
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7.1 A Review of Findings

The main body of the dissertation contained five distinct chapters. Despite the difference

in method, approach, and data used, all five chapters have followed the same objectives.

They have supported the conclusion that neglecting the competitive and complementary

nature of traffic links hinders the success of short-term traffic forecasting in a real-world

network. Although the competitive and complementary nature of traffic links is not

peculiar to this field, four fundamental questions remained unanswered:

1. What are the competitive and complementary traffic links in a complex traffic

network incorporating hundreds of links and hundreds of trip origins and destina-

tions?

2. How can we detect the competitive and complementary traffic links?

3. How can we measure the dependency between the competitive and complementary

traffic links and use this dependency for short-term traffic forecasting?

4. How can we benefit from the dependency between traffic links in short-term traffic

forecasting?

The integration of five discussed chapters has overcome these challenges and has

formed a solid framework to expand horizons from a single point perspective to dis-

tributed systems. The key findings of each chapter are reviewed in the following items:

Chapter 2 comprehensively reviewed 130 research papers aiming at spatiotemporal

modeling for short-term traffic forecasting. This review has led assuredly to the con-

clusion that a large gulf exists between the realistic interdependence of traffic links in

a real network and the networks studied in the current literature. It drew attention to

three deficiencies in the literature: (1) looking at the spatial dependency between the

link in question and its either adjacent or distant upstream and downstream links in

a corridor instead of a whole network, (2) prejudging the spatial dependency between

traffic links in the modeling, and (3) neglecting the competitive nature of traffic links,

which is rooted in the incompleteness of the study network. This systematic review

also highlighted that the field is approaching its maturity, while it is still as crude as
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it is perplexing. It is perplexing in the conceptual methodology, and it is crude in the

capture of spatial information.

Chapter 3 proposed and tested an unweighted network weight matrix in uncongested

traffic conditions. This matrix stemmed from the concept of betweenness centrality and

vulnerability in network science. The structure of the unweighted network weight ma-

trix took into consideration not only network topology and infrastructure, but demand

configuration. The unweighted network weight matrix introduced in this chapter has

distinctive characteristics, which are capable of reflecting actual spatial dependence

between traffic links:

• The elements are allowed to have negative and positive values, which capture the

competitive and complementary nature of links.

• The diagonal elements are not fixed to zero, which takes the self-dependence of

link i upon itself into consideration.

• The elements not only reflect the spatial dependence based on the network topol-

ogy and the costs of links, but they acknowledge the demand configuration as

well.

The network weight matrices are theoretically defensible in account of acknowledging

traffic theory. As the elements of the network weight matrix more closely reflect the

dependence structure of the traffic links, the weight matrix becomes more accurate

and defensible. Not only do they capture the competitive and complementary nature

of links, they embed additional network dynamics such as cost of links and demand

configuration.

Chapter 4 was an attempt to answer a central questions, which were unanswered

in Chapter 3: How does the performance of the unweighted network weight matrix

change in a congested traffic network? To shed light on the overall performance of

the unweighted network weight matrix, this chapter tested the unweighted network

weight matrix in different traffic conditions. It also introduced the flow-weighted net-

work weight matrix as a substitute for unweighted network weight matrix in congested

traffic conditions. Comparing the performance of the traditional spatial weight matrix

with network weight matrices exemplified the capability of network weight matrices to
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advance traffic forecasting. The best performing implementations for capturing spatial

dependence between traffic links are the network weight matrices. The models with

network weight matrices performed better than both the model without spatial weight

matrix and without the spatial component. This led inexorably to the conclusion that

traditional spatial weight matrices are unable to capture the realistic spatial depen-

dence between traffic links. It was also demonstrated that the network econometrics

model encompassing the flow-weighted network weight matrix performs far better than

the other models, particularly in congested traffic conditions. However, forming this

matrix requires considerable computational effort and information. If the network is in

the uncongested state, the unweighted network weight matrix is recommended. Drilling

down further, the key findings include:

• The spatial dependency that is captured by spatial weight matrix is unsuccessful

in explaining the spatial relationship between traffic links.

• The unweighted network weight matrix deriving from betweenness method per-

formed well in free-flow traffic conditions, and lost its ability in congested traffic

conditions. However, measuring betweenness by the ultimate travel cost instead

of free-flow travel time enhanced the capability of this matrix in congested traffic

conditions.

• The flow-weighted network weight matrix significantly operated better than the

unweighted network weight matrix to measure realistic spatial dependence between

traffic links, particularly in congested traffic conditions. The results disclosed that

this superiority is more than 2 times in traffic congested situations.

This chapter led to a clear and unshakable conclusion that traditional spatial weight

matrices are unable to capture the realistic spatial dependence between traffic links in a

network. Not only do they overlook the competitive nature of traffic links, but they also

ignore the role of network topology and demand configuration in measuring the spatial

dependence between traffic links. Neglecting these elements is not simply information

loss. It has nontrivial impacts on the outcomes of research and policy decisions.

Chapter 5 instead applied a three-dimensional data detrending algorithm and tested

it on a grid-like network topology consisting of both competitive and complementary
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traffic links. This methodological approach provided an opportunity to shed more light

on the understanding of the traffic phenomena. The key findings from correlation anal-

ysis of 140 freeway traffic links and 54 ramps in the Minneapolis - St. Paul freeway

network are as follows:

• In a network comprising links in parallel and series, both negative and positive

correlations showed up between links.

• The strength of the correlation varied by time-of-day and day-of-week.

• Strong negative correlations were observed in rush hours, when congestion af-

fects travel behavior. This correlation occurred mostly in parallel links, and in

far upstream links where travelers receive information about congestion (for in-

stance from media, variable message signs, or personal observation of propagating

shockwaves) and are able to switch to substitute paths.

• Irrespective of time-of-day and day-of-week, a strong positive correlation is ob-

served between upstream and downstream sections. This correlation is stronger

in uncongested regimes, as traffic flow passes through the consecutive links in a

shorter time and there is no congestion effect to shift or stall traffic.

The sub-network used in this chapter included a significant number of missing data

pertaining to both traffic links and time-of-day. To extract more accurate correlation

between traffic links, data that represents all traffic demands in the network for a spe-

cific time slice is needed. This chapter argued that accuracy, robustness, and adaptivity

are fundamental for successful implementation of short-term traffic prediction models

in advanced traveler information service. The proposed algorithm is practical for de-

ployment in any traffic network to achieve persistent and accurate correlation between

traffic links. Spelling out the details of how to integrate these correlation effects into

short-term traffic forecasting models remained a research challenge, which was tackled

in Chapter 6.

Chapter 6 used the correlation matrix extracted in Chapter 5 as a potential net-

work weight matrix to predict traffic flow of 140 traffic links in a grid-like sub-network.

This approach was verified and compared with traditional short-term traffic forecasting
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models in various times-of-day for both weekdays and weekends. This chapter also dis-

cussed the best look-back time window for short-term traffic forecasting in detail. The

following items are the noteworthy findings:

• For the 1st-order neighboring analysis, the spatial weight matrix is unstable over

time-of-day, while the network weight matrix is robust in all cases.

• For the 1st-order neighboring analysis, the performance of the network weight

matrix in non-rush hour traffic regimes is significantly better than rush hour traffic

regimes.

• The best look-back time window depends on the travel time between two study

detectors, and it varies by time-of-day and traffic link.

• The best look-back time window is significantly shorter in uncongested traffic

conditions than congested traffic conditions.

7.2 Application of Network Weight Matrix

Although this thesis tested and validated the network weight matrices in the road traffic

network problem to derive the realistic spatial dependence between traffic links, they

have potential for implementation in other disciplines of geography, regional, and social

network sciences. I believe the network weight matrices have further applications not

only in models of physical flow, but also in social networks for which links or nodes

may be either competitive or complementary with each other. The applications are

multifarious, but I confine the usage to the following subjects:

1. Real Estate Economics: The importance of modeling the relationship between

house price and location has emerged forcefully in real estate economics research

and has been the impetus behind the development of many spatial econometrics

models. The housing price is explained not only by its associated attributes, but

also by the characteristics of its neighbors. To capture this spatial interdepen-

dence, the spatial weight matrix is used, which its components are typically a

function of distance or contiguity. The elements of the spatial weight matrix are

exogenously determined to be positive based on a prior knowledge or belief. As a
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consequence, it is assumed the price or other characteristics of the study house is

positively correlated with its neighboring houses.

2. Flow Data Analysis: Recently there has been a growing interest in incorporating

the spatial association and network association in flow models. Flow data analysis

embodies a wide spectrum of cases, including origin-destination flow, commuting

flow, commodity flow, and migration flow. Apart from the cases, flow models

typically consider the classical gravity approach, which assumes the flow between

one origin and destination is related inversely to distance between them. From

the spatial association side, the attributes displayed by neighboring origin and

destination locations are embedded in the modeling. Although this approach has

shown a significant effect in flow data analysis, the spatial weight matrices used

are näıve. The existence of the competitive nature of components discussed deeply

in this thesis is true in the flow data analysis as well. By its own nature, assigning

positive components to the spatial weight matrix and neglecting the competitive

nature of origins and destinations may mislead the analysis.

3. Economic effects of transportation infrastructure: Since the 1980s, a whole

host of studies have attempted to examine whether and to what extent the public

infrastructure impacts the economy, particularly on productivity and production

costs. With the birth of spatial econometrics, the attention was drawn to incor-

porate assessments of the spillover benefits and production costs of the public

infrastructure in beyond the geographic boundaries. Quantifying the pure im-

pacts of public infrastructure aids not only in assessing the infrastructure perfor-

mance, but also in prioritizing the projects for funding. The external effects of

public infrastructures on neighboring locations are a double-edged sword. The

infrastructure of one location may have a positive effect on neighboring firms by

drawing away the most productive resources. Despite this knowledge, the pos-

itivity of components in spatial weighted matrices used in productivity analysis

assumes neighboring locations are positively correlated. This misrepresents the

actual impacts of public infrastructures on productivity.

4. Traffic Matrix Estimation: In the context of Internet traffic, a traffic matrix

represents the traffic volume flowing between origin-destination pairs. The nodes
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and links stand for Points-of-Presence and routers, respectively. Many have sought

to examine traffic matrices, as they are fundamental for IP network management

tasks such as capacity planning, network reliability analysis, traffic engineering

and anomaly detection. Like the traffic road network, the competitive and com-

plementary nature exists between the flow of routers in the Internet traffic network.

However, the competitive nature has been overlooked by considering the positive

components in the weight matrices. The both unweighted and flow-weighted net-

work weight matrices proposed in this thesis are capable to capture the realistic

spatial correlation between routers.

5. Network Growth Problem: Transportation networks evolve in the long run

and affect the social and economic activities. The dynamics of how the growth or

decline of transportation networks occurs has been a popular network problem, yet

is one of the least understood areas. The growth of transportation networks is a

complex and multidimensional process, which may be topological, morphological,

technical, managerial, political, or social. Capturing these dimensions necessitates

a deep understanding of how the components of transportation networks are inter-

twined. The beauty of the network weight matrix is its competence in disclosing

the existing dependency between network components. It enables the network

weight matrix to model the transportation network growth.

7.3 What Lies Ahead

As this dissertation contemplated how links are spatially dependent in a complex net-

work and built a deep understanding of competitive and complementary nature of links,

this provides insights and a solid foundation for future research avenues. The following

suggestions are made for further research:

• To test and validate the capability of the network weight matrix, this research

targeted at the 1st-order neighboring links in a real-world network problem, and

overlooked the role of parallel links in short-term traffic forecasting. Testing the

potential of parallel links and embedding this information in forecasting methods

have room to grow. If the traffic flow of a link is predicted by its parallel links,
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it not only enhances the prediction accuracy, but it is also able to substitute

for adjacent links in the absence of their information. However, the parallel link

approach is faced with two notable challenges. The first challenge is selecting

an appropriate parallel link to the link in question. Although every link has a

series of links physically in parallel, there is a unique parallel link describing the

characteristics of the study link accurately. A solution is nominating the most

correlated link in the parallel road with the study link. The second challenge is

measuring the best look-back time window. In the 1st-order neighboring approach,

it is plausible to consider a similar look-back time window for the study links

and their immediate neighbors, if the travel time between the study link and its

immediate neighbors is comparable for all links. This is sophisticated when the

parallel link approach is chosen for the purpose of forecasting, as the assumption

of identical travel time between the study links and their parallel links does not

simply hold. In this case, the best look-back time window should be searched for

every link, which is not simply a travel time between two traffic links.

• Traffic networks possess distinct characteristics that change over time and space. A

potential list of these characteristics is outlined in Table 7.1. For example, capacity

changes spatially, but may or may not change temporally. Although it does not

change over a short period of time, it may change over a long run. The betweenness

depends upon the measurement method. It may or may not change temporally but

must change spatially. Total system demand (e.g. regional population) changes

temporally, but is uniform spatially. This research modeled the traffic flow using

the temporal lag. However, the proposed network econometrics approach is able

to incorporate both spatial and temporal exogenous variables.

Table 7.1: Potential exogenous variables

Change
Temporal

Yes No

Spatial
Yes Flow, Betweenness, Capacity Betweenness, Capacity
No Regional Population -

• While network analysts have focused on understanding network structures for de-

ploying effectual policies, many are shifting attention toward the boosting models
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for traffic flow forecasting. Traffic flow prediction is a wicked problem, and con-

sequently is not solved by traditional system approach. Conventionally, historical

traffic flow is employed for prediction. This approach, however, has been crit-

icized for a couple of deficiencies. First, the effects of unpredictable incidents,

including traffic accidents, road closures, and breakdowns are rarely predictable

by historical traffic flow data. Furthermore, re-equilibrating of networks building

on the traditional traffic assignment methods stands in need of a remarkable time.

The non-recurring congestion caused by unpredictable incidents, however, neces-

sitates an immediate response. Second, the traffic flow information of all links

is unattainable in a traffic network, as few links are equipped with traffic moni-

toring devices. The memorable collapse of the I-35W bridge might be a decent

reminder of historical traffic flow imperfection. Although this dissertation em-

ployed the network weight matrix with theoretical assertions for the short-term

traffic flow forecasting, it is envisaged that the proposed network weight matrices

could find a wide range of applications in traffic forecasting during predictable and

unpredictable incidents. Hence, a research avenue is open for further validation

in follow-up traffic forecasting studies.
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Appendix A

Acronyms and Abbreviations

Care has been taken in this thesis to minimize the use of jargon and acronyms, but

this cannot always be achieved. This appendix contains a table of acronyms and their

meaning.

A.1 Acronyms and Abbreviations

Table A.1: Acronyms

Acronym Meaning

G Traffic network

N Set of nodes

L Set of links

n Number of objects in the set of nodes

l Number of objects in the set of links

O A l × l difference operator matrix

g Number of differences

p Autoregressive order

m Moving average order

pz Spatial order of the zth autoregressive term

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Acronym Meaning

mz Spatial order of the zth moving average term

βzr Autoregressive parameter at temporal lag z and rth spatial lag

θzr Moving average parameter at temporal lag z and rth spatial lag

Wr A l×l matrix of spatial weights for rth-order neighbors

εt Random normally distributed error vector at time t

i A specific link in traffic network G

j A specific link in traffic network G

wi,j Spatial dependence between links i and j

k A specific link in traffic network G

a A specific spatial unit

b A specific spatial unit

W Spatial weight matrix

wa,b Spatial dependence between units a and b

ba,b Length of shared boundary between units a and b

ra,b Distance between units a and b

r A distance threshold

κ Any positive value

ri,j Distance between links i and j

o A specific node in traffic network G

d A specific node in traffic network G

c(i, j) Connectivity between links i and j

D(i) Degree centrality of link i

Pod Number of shortest paths between nodes o and d

Poid Number of shortest paths between nodes o and d that pass through

link i

B(i) Betweenness centrality of link i

B(l, G(N,L)) Betweenness of link l in network G(N,L)

B(l, G(N,L− {j})) Betweenness of link l following the elimination of link j from net-

work G(N,L)

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Acronym Meaning

∆B(lj) Change in betweenness of link l stemmed from elimination of link

j

Ic(j) Criticality index of link j in network G(N,L)

Q(l, G(N,L)) Flow of link l in network G(N,L)

Q(l, G(N,L− {j})) Flow of link l following the elimination of link j from network

G(N,L)

ti Travel time of link i

t0i Free-flow travel time of link i

vi Traffic volume of link i

Vi Capacity of link i

qi Traffic flow of link i

χ A parameter of the standard Bureau of public roads link perfor-

mance function

ψ A parameter of the standard Bureau of public roads link perfor-

mance function

Xt Vector of explanatory variables at time t

α, ξ, and ϕ Coefficients of the network econometrics model

u The total number of aggregated data points

f , e A selected data point

F Vector of traffic flow observations

H Days of week

h A day of week

µ̂ Minimizer

|| · ||1 The L1-norm of a vector

Ŝ Median

R̃ Proportional residuals

q́i Forecast value of traffic flow

q̄i Mean value of traffic flow

W Network weight matrix

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Acronym Meaning

Var Variance

Table A.2: Abbreviations

Abbreviation Meaning

BLR Bivariate linear regression

SLX Spatial lag of X

OLS Ordinary least squares

BLUE Best linear unbiased estimator

ARIMA Autoregressive integrated moving average

VAR Vector autoregressive

VARMA Vector Autoregression Moving-Average

STARIMA Space-time autoregressive integrated moving average

GSTARIMA Generalized space-time autoregressive integrated moving average

ANN Artificial neural network

FNN Feed-forward neural network

SSNN Sate- space neural network

MARS Multivariate adaptive regression splines

MLP Multi-layer perceptron

BPR Bureau of public roads

MSA Method of successive averages

RMSE Root mean square error

St. Dev. Standard deviation
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